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ABSTRACT
A test system has been developed for the measurement of point inped- 
ance of human soft tissue in vivo at various frequencies and static pre­
loads. Impedance data were analyzed utilizing a viscoelastic solid model. 
Phase angle measurements were utilized to separate the resistive and 
reactive components of the corplex impedance. The tissue is excited by a 
swept sinusoidal forcing function at a constant RMS velocity. The relative 
contribution of the energy storage and dissipation functions to the 
tissue impedance is shown to be frequency dependent. At any preload, 
the response of the tissue is controlled by its spring force up to a 
resonant frequency after which the tissue response is controlled by its 
viscous damping force. At any single frequency, the magnitudes of the 
elastic and viscous components of the tissue depend on the magnitude of 
static preload that is applied to the tissue during the course of mea­
surement. Within the range of preloads employed in this study, it is 
shown that the dynamic stiffness of the tissue continues to rise with 
increasing preloads while the viscous damping coefficient increases 
with increasing preloads only up to an intermediate preload beyond which 
the damping coefficient is almost independent of preload.
The methods of measurement and analysis that are employed in this 
study are appropriate for the characterization of human soft tissue in 
vivo and for evaluating changes in the ability of this tissue to store 
and dissipate mechanical energy input.
vii
CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION
Soft tissues cover the surface of human body providing a medium that 
protects the body from external stresses that occur during the course of 
interaction of man with the environment. The structure and the thickness 
of soft tissue vary frcm one location on the body to another according to 
the mechanical demand at that location.
Soft tissue consists basically of three layers: the epidermis, the
dermis, and the subcutaneous tissue. The epidermis consists of strati­
fied squamous epithelium resting on a basement membrane. The dermis is 
composed of dense connective tissue containing coarse collagen fibers and 
fiber bundles, elastic fibers and networks, fluid bound in a matrix form, 
and various cells. The subcutaneous tissue (hypodermis) which attaches 
the skin to the underlying structures contains numerous fat cells (1, 2) .
In this work, the term "soft tissue" refers to the total tissue 
thickness which extends frcm the outer surface of the skin to the surface 
of the bone and which includes the three layers described above. Of 
particular interest here is the load-bearing tissue which is present on 
the palmar surface of the hand and on the plantar surface of the foot.
The mechanical interface between this tissue and the environment is of 
great interest in rehabilitation medicine and orthopedics. This inter­
face problem is particularly critical when dealing with patients with 
insensitive limbs. These patients have lost the ability to recognize 
external pressure on their feet and hands and do not feel any pain while 
subjecting their soft tissue to high dynamic and static pressures. As 
a result, soft tissues break down and a viscious cycle begins leading to 
destruction of the hands and feet and, in many cases, to amputations (3,4).
2The problem of pressure-related tissue breakdown presents one of the 
motivations of this study; that concerning the evaluation of the ability 
of soft tissue to dissipate and store mechanical energy input. Such 
information is needed to identify suitable orthotic materials that can 
be used to supplement the load bearing capacity of healthy and diseased 
soft tissues. This study is also motivated by the need for a nan- 
invasive method to characterize soft tissue. Characterization of human 
soft tissue is useful in the diagnosis and control of certain disease 
conditions. Once a mechanical signature for normal soft tissue is 
identified, it is possible to detect an abnormal tissue by its mech­
anical signature. The mechanical signature of the tissue reflects its 
structure and quality and is expected to change in response to internal 
or external factors that alter the properties of the tissue. Whether 
the modification of the mechanical properties of the soft tissue is due 
to the presence of scar or edema or any pathologic condition such as 
diabetes or cancer, a change in the characteristic signature of the 
tissue may occur.
Human soft tissue is viscoelastic; it has the ability to dissipate 
mechanical energy and to recover its original shape elastically. The vis­
coelastic behavior of human soft tissue may be utilized to characterize 
this tissue and to provide information concerning the ability of soft tissue 
to store and dissipate energy. Mechanical impedance is a term used to 
describe the ability of a system to resist being set in motion. More 
precisely, mechanical impedance is the ratio of the driving force to the 
associated velocity. As such, it provides information that is directly 
related to the viscoelasticity of the material being examined. Mechanical 
impedance concepts were introduced theoretically almost fifty years ago.
The application of these concepts to engineering problems is much more
recent and the experimental determination of the mechanical impedance is 
still considered an advanced problem in mechanical measurements (5, 6, 7). 
Traditional engineering problems such as the prediction of machinery 
failure have been approached by the determination of the mechanical imped­
ance spectrum of a machine during service and, then, comparing it with the 
original mechanical impedance signature of that machine.
Recently, the application of the mechanical impedance method has been 
extended to several areas in biomedical engineering research. Noyes (8, 9) 
measured the mechanical impedance of human teeth in vivo at variable fre­
quencies and proposed a relationship between the mechanical impedance and 
the clinical mobility or looseness of teeth.
Bednin (10) investigated the frequency dependance of the mechanical 
impedance of the human mastoid and calculated the equivalent parameters of 
mechanical system representing the acooustic properties of the human 
mastoid. These parameters were used as the basis for designing a hearing 
aid known as the "Artificial Mastoid".
Caipbell (11) measured the mechanical impedance of an excised femur 
under different conditions and suggested that it is feasible to determine 
the degree of healing of femoral neck fractures by measurement of the 
mechanical impedance of the femur.
In connection with the understanding of head injury mechanism, 
Gurdjian (12) studied the steady state vibration response of human cadaver 
head using mechanical impedance techniques. He suggested a correlation 
between the frequency response of the head to sinusoidal vibrations and 
impact time sensitivity.
Young and Hopson (13) measured the mechanical impedance of the 
ulna bone in living human subjects and proposed a mechanical model to 
approximate the ulna response. Estimates of the static bending stiffness
of the ulna were made. Thompson's experimental data were better repre­
sented by a viscoelastic beam model proposed later by Ome (14).
It is thus seen that the determination of the dynamic properties of 
living systems or materials, by means of mechanical impedance methods, 
and the subsequent formulation of a mechanical model that represents the 
system or the material is a well established activity.
In the area of tissue mechanics, Franke (15) measured the mechanical 
impedance of the surface of the human body and its underlying muscular 
tissues by applying a sinusoidal oscillatory force on the surface of the 
upper arm in the frequency range from 10 Hz to 1500 Hz. He calcu­
lated an energy storage coefficient of muscular tissue at various fre­
quencies and for different contact pressures but did not calculate an 
energy absorption coefficient for that tissue. Franke also verified that 
the oscillating piston remained in contact with the skin during his tests; 
eliminating the need for an adhesive.
Von Gierke et al. (16) studied the physical reaction of human body 
tissue to mechanical vibrations in the range of 0 to 20 KHz to determine 
the ability of body surface to absorb ambient vibratory energy and to 
analyze the propagation of this energy within the tissue. They employed 
vibrating piston and oscillating air column techniques and presented the 
impedance of an oscillating sphere in a viscoelastic medium as a simpli­
fied model for the vibrating piston driving the body surface. They 
reported measurements of the frequency response of resistance and 
reactance of the tissue covering the upper arm and recognized the depen- 
dance of impedance measurements on the magnitude of the static pressure 
applied to the body surface during the course of measurements. Hcwever, 
they did not exercise control over the static preload, neither did they 
specify the preload that corresponds to their data. This makes it
inpossible to correlate their results with this work.
Fung (17) presented the most comprehensive review of the rheology of 
soft biological materials and presented an elegant mathematical treatment 
of the stress - strain relationship in loading and unloading of these 
materials at constant velocity. Furthermore, Lanir and Fung (18) devel­
oped an optomechanical test system for the measurement of two-dimensional 
mechanical properties of skin in vitro.
Sakata (19) investigated the mechanical properties of sheep skin 
under compression using a stress-strain method and a cyclic stress 
fatigue method. He noted that for very low loads the stress-strain 
relationship is linear, at higher loads the strain is a logarithmic 
function of the stress.
Maoney (20) developed a simple mechanical vibration system for the 
determination of the viscoelastic parameters of the pad of the finger.
His device consists of a flexible cantilever beam with a mass attached to 
the free end. A transient response is obtained when the finger is placed 
under the free end and the system is given a sinple disturbance. This 
response is analyzed using Kelvin model to yield the stiffness and dartping 
coefficients of the pulp tissue.
Ehrlicher (21) measured the response of human pulp tissue to a sinus­
oidal forcing function acting at various mean displacements over the fre­
quency range of 2 to 40 Hz. He also utilized a Kelvin model to derive 
the elasticity and damping coefficient of the system. His study was ex­
tended by Lipscoirfo (22) who investigated optimum nonlinear dynamic math­
ematical models to simulate the response of human soft tissue to sinus­
oidal forcing functions.
While the general approach taken by Ehrlicher for the evaluation of 
the viscoelastic parameters of human soft tissue is valid, his experi­
mental investigation yielded a limited data base of questionable accuracy. 
The major sources of error in the work of Ehrlicher are measurements of 
phase angles and penetration depth. His phase angle measurements are 
highly frequency dependent and have a resolution of 10°. The method that 
was utilized for supporting the finger caused an additional amount of 
preload in the tissue. This penetration was not accounted for and effec­
tively increased the measured depth of penetration. Additional errors 
result from the sensitivity of the force gauge to tsnperature and to 
transverse loading, also from the limited pcwer supply which results in 
a poor control over the displacement amplitude at 40 Hz. The work of 
Ehrlicher covered three mean displacements below 2 rim. This corresponds 
to a maximum strain below 0.25 which is inadequate to allow the tissue 
to enter into the high modulus region vhich corresponds to a strain 
above .50 as indicated, for example, by Lanir (18).
The work of Lipsccmb (22) utilized Powell's optimization routine 
to derive optimum viscoelastic parameters from a variety of mathematical 
models that may simulate the frequency response of soft tissue at a 
constant preload. These models include a linear Kelvin model, an expo­
nential softening Kelvin model, a linear softening Kelvin model, and a 
sliding friction model.
Lipscomb found that the linear softening model provided the best fit 
to the tissue data. However, he did not consider the effect of static 
preload on the tissue response in these models. The nonlinearity of the 
viscoelastic parameters in these models is with respect to the frequency 
of excitation only.
Thompson (23) developed a low frequency viscoelastome ter for the 
determination of the dynamic properties of soft tissues in the frequency 
range of 0.01 to 40 Hz. His apparatus consists of a vertically ascii-
lating piston mounted on a modified speaker which is driven by a servo- 
controlled amplifier and a function generator. The magnitudes of dis­
placement and force are monitored by an LVDT and a strain gauge force 
transducer. Thompson and Hussein (24, 25) utilized this test system in 
the determination of the frequency response of the mechanical impedance 
of normal human soft tissue and of scar tissue. They also utilized a 
Kelvin model to reproduce the experimental data and extended the appli­
cation of mechanical impedance techniques to the characterization of 
seme orthotic materials which are currently used to relieve human soft 
tissue from external stresses. Mechanical biooompatibility nay be achieved 
by matching the impedance spectrum of a material with that of soft tissue.
While the experience of Thompson and Hussein with the low frequency 
viscoelastometer was fruitful in establishing the elastic response of soft 
tissue and in identifying scar tissue, it was felt that this system was 
inadequate for complete characterization of soft tissue because it did 
not provide for the manifestation of viscous damping in the impedance 
spectrum. The development of a new test system was thus in order. It 
was determined that the new test system should provide 1) excitation of 
tissues at higher frequencies to allow viscous effects to be significant as 
compared to elastic effects, 2) control of the magnitude of static preload 
that is imposed on the tissue during the course of measurement, 3) measure­
ment of the phase angle difference between the force and the velocity 
signals, and 4) measurement of the mechanical impedance of soft tissues at 
different locations on the surface of the body.
The goal of this study is to ascertain the viscoelastic parameters 
of human soft tissue by means of a non-invasive method. This investi­
gation is motivated by the need for a method to characterize human soft 
tissue in vivo; such a method is useful in the diagnosis and control of
a wide range of disease conditions and in the evaluation of the effects 
of topical preparations on the physical properties of skin tissue. 
Furthermore, this study contributes to the basic understanding of 
the role of human soft tissue as a protective medium during the course 
of interaction of man with the environment.
Measurement of the mechanical impedance of the tissue at various 
frequencies and different static preloads is made possible by errploying 
a newly developed test system. The interpretation of the mechanical 
impedance data in light of an analytical model enables us to determine 
the viscoelastic parameters of the tissue.
CHAPTER TWO
METHODS OF STUDY
A. Selection of Subjects:
Normal healthy subjects volunteered for this study. The overall 
number of these subjects was sixteen, of which five were females and 
eleven were males. Tests were performed on the middle finger of the 
right hand of the subjects. All of these subjects had no known history 
of scar or tissue damage. The ages of the subjects are between 20 and 
46 years.
B. Instrumentation:
Thonpson and Hussein {24, 25) investigated the dynamic properties 
of soft tissue using a low frequency viscoelastometer. Their investiga­
tion led to the development of a high frequency test system. The first 
generation of this system consisted of an electromagnetic actuator 
(shaker) driven by a white noise generator and a power artplifier. An 
impedance head mounted on the shaker provided acceleration and force 
signals. The acceleration signal was electronically integrated, both 
signals were amplified and fed into a spectrum analyzer. This analyzer 
provided real time analysis of the force and velocity signals and 
displayed the amplitude of each signal versus frequency in the fre­
quency range of 20 Hz to 20 KHz with a resolution of 1 Hz in the 256 Hz 
range and 100 Hz in the 25.6 KHz range.
While the use of a white noise source and real time spectrum 
analysis is a powerful technique for obtaining the frequency response of 
human soft tissue, the technique has its drawbacks. Controlling the 
velocity of excitation, a favourable practice in mechanical impedance 
measurements, was very difficult with this test system. The force and
velocity information thus obtained were difficult to correlate because of 
the changing phase angle difference between the two signals at different 
frequencies. Another difficulty that was encountered with that test 
system is the presence of an erroneous contribution of inertial force to 
the force signal. Because of the mass below the forae gauge (1 gm), an 
increasing acceleration with frequency gives rise to a significant iner­
tial contribution to the force signal. This contribution is not due to 
the mass of the tissue but is due to that of the piezoelectric element.
As such, this contribution should be cancelled out from the force signal. 
It was additionally found that when attempting to vibrate tissue and 
transducer at constant velocity over a wide frequency range, the pcwer 
required exceeded that supplied by the power anplifier' and function 
generator.
The first generation of the high frequency viscoelastometer was 
helpful in establishing the basic parameters of the measurement problem. 
It became evident that mass cancellation and preload control are pre­
requisites for accurate description of soft tissue response.
The final test system was developed. Figure 1 shews a block 
diagram of this system. Figures 2 and 3 show the instrumentation during 
operation. The dynamic force and acceleration signals are obtained from 
the impedance head (B&K type 8001) which is fitted with a 6.35 rrm tip. 
This head is mounted on an electromagnetic actuator or shaker (B&K type 
4810) driven by a swept sinusoidal voltage from a function generator and 
a power anplifier. The shaker is supported on an instrumented baseplate; 
strain gauge force transducers are mounted on the baseplate to measure 
static preload. The dynamic force signal from the impedance head is fed 
into a preamplifier and then to the mass cancellation circuit. The 
acceleration signal is prearrplified and integrated electronically to
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Block Diagram of the Test System
Figure 2
An Overall View of the Test System
Figure 3
Experimental Setting for Testing Soft Tissue
yield the velocity signal which is further anplified and fed to an auto­
matic gain control (AGC) or compressor circuit (B&K type 1405) which 
holds the amplitude of the velocity constant at 5.625 urn/sec. over the 
frequency range of the test. The RMS values of the dynamic force and 
the velocity are then computed and fed to the log ratio anplifier whose 
output is proportional to the logarithm of the mechanical impedance 
(log^ Q 2) , this output is then fed to the display device (multichannel 
display multiplexor and X-Y storage display oscilloscope - Tektronix 
4701, 613). A frequency to voltage converter is used to produce a 
voltage proportional to frequency. The logarithm of this voltage is 
also obtained and fed to the display device. Thus, a plot of the loga­
rithm of mechanical impedance versus frequency is obtained for each 
static preload. The phase angle difference between the force and the 
velocity signals was monitored during the test using a phase meter (B&K 
type 2971) and was displayed versus the logarithm of frequency. Addi­
tional electronics provide control of the frequency limits and the speed 
of sweeping during the test. Mass cancellation was accomplished by 
vectorially subtracting a voltage proportional to the acceleration (of 
the oscillating impedance head) from the voltage that represents the 
dynamic force signal. The shaker assembly was mounted on a movable 
column which allows complete physical freedom in utilizing the system 
for obtaining measurements frcm different areas on the surface of the 
body. While this arrangement proved appropriate for collecting data at 
low preload (below 1 Newton), it appeared inappropriate for testing at 
high preloads becuase of structural resonance of the supporting column. 
For the purpose of testing the tissue at high preloads, the shaker 
assembly was mounted on a rigid machine frame.
The static preload device was calibrated using standard weights.
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Combining high sensitivity and wide range was made possible by the use of 
an amplifier with adjustable gain. The lowest and the highest preloads 
that can be applied during a series of tests are 0.2 and 7.0 Newtons 
respectively. Preliminary investigation was undertaken to determine 
the frequency range of interest. It was concluded that the visco­
elastic response of pulp tissue can be obtained in the frequency range 
of 30. Hz to 1. KHz. The test system was, therefore, optimized to 
perform in this frequency range.
The variation in the amplitude of the mean velocity of excitation 
with frequency was within 3%. The voltage sensitivity of the acceler­
ometer and of the force gauge within the impedance head is accurate to 
i 2%. Phase angle measurements are accurate within 1°. The preload 
measuring device was sensitive to preloads as lew as 0.01 Norton. All 
measurements were performed at standard room temperature and humidity.
The duration of a complete frequency sweep (back and forth) is approxi­
mately one minute. Figure 4 shows the action of the impedance head.
C. Procedure of Testing:
The test was carried out by placing the finger on the test table with 
the ventral side up and the dorsal side on a rigid support. The tip of the 
impedance head is then positioned on the center of the fingerprint swirl. 
The desired static preload is applied to the surface, of the finger by ad­
vancing the impedance head into the tissue while observing the strain 
gauge reading. A complete frequency sweep is carried out. Two plots are 
obtained; one for the impedance versus frequency and the other for the 
phase angle versus frequency. Calibration marks for the phase angle and 
the impedance curves are recorded on each tracing. A hard copy of each 
tracing is made for use in subsequent digitization and analysis of the 
data.
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At each preload force, the static displacement (penetration) of the 
inpedance head tip into the tissue was recorded.
D. Data Processing:
The analog data of the mechanical inpedance and of the phase angle 
versus frequency were digitized using a Tektronix 4051 - Digitizer com­
bination. A digitizer data entry program was written; this program is 
shewn in Appendix 1. The program allows digitizing the irtpedance and 
phase angle analog data for various input frequencies. The digitized 
data are then interpolated to provide inpedance and phase angle values 
at preselected frequencies. The results are converted to proper units, 
printed, and saved on magnetic tape. A program was written to calculate 
the means and the standard deviations of the inpedance and the phase 
angle for each frequency at each preload using a Tektronix 4051 computer. 
This program is shown in Appendix 2.
E. Mathematical Modeling:
The general objective of using a mathematical model is to reduce 
extensive experimental data into a few fundamental parameters. The best 
model is the most representative of experimental data, yet the simplest 
in its form. For example, there is no need to go to a five parameter 
model if a three parameter model will do the job. Because of the rate 
dependent behavior of soft tissue, the most appropriate model to simulate 
the tissue response is a viscoelastic model. Such a model will incorpo­
rate at least three parameters representing spring, dashpot and mass 
elements. Fliigge (26) derived stress strain relationships for various 
viscoelastic models and used the concepts of conplex oonpliance and 
dissipation to describe viscoelastic behavior under oscillating stress.
Since soft tissue is a viscoelastic structure, it is reasonable to
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attempt to simulate the tissue response by utilizing an arrangement of 
spring and damper elements that permits a limited deformation under fi­
nite stress. The simplest model of this kind is the Kelvin solid model
which consists of a spring and a dashpot in parallel. It would be
desirable, however, to incorporate a mass element into the model to 
account for the inertial force arising at higher frequencies. The equa­
tion of motion of this model is that of a second order system:
F = mx + cx + kx (1)
where P is the total applied force (a complex variable)
m, c, and k are the parameters of the model representing mass, damper and
* ■ •
spring elements respectively, and x, x, x are the conplex displacement,
velocity, and acceleration respectively.
By definition, mechanical impedance (Z) is the ratio of the dynamic
force Fd to the velocity of motion x.
Z = Fd (2)
x
The type of inpedance measurements conducted in this study is known as 
point inpedance; both the force and the velocity are measured at the 
point of excitation.
Mechanical inpedance is generally a quantity requiring both magni­
tude and phase angle for complete description. The conplex inpedance 
can be resolved into real and imaginary components:
FjoosB + j F Sin9 (3)
x 1 X
Since these experiments involve static and dynamic loading, we can write: 
F = Fs + Fd (4a)
or
F = Fs + Fo ejwt (4b)
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where Fs = static preload, w = frequency in radians per second 
Fq ejwt = dynamic force (F^ )
Similarly, we can express the displacement as: 
x = xs + Xq ej (wt-0)
The corresponding velocity is:
x = jw Xq ei (wt-0)
_«_ _
x = jw(x - Xg) (6)
and the acceleration is
x = - w2 Xo e3 (wt"0> (7)
Combining equations (1) and (5) yields:
F = Fs + F(j = mx + cx + ks Xg + X,-, e^  (wt-0)
Where (ks) is the static stiffness and (k^ ) is the dynamic stiffness. 
But since Fs = ks xs, we conclude that 
F^ = m x  + c x + t 3 Xoej (wt-9)
Solving for the mechanical inpedance:
Z = (F^ ) = mx + c + k^ Xq e3 (wt-0)
x x jwxo e3(wt-0)
Z = jirw + c + kjj (8)
jw
If we eliminate the first and the second term in the right hand side of
equation (8) we get:
Z = kd (9)
jw
which indicates the inpedance of a spring controlled system.
Similarly, for a damper controlled system we obtain:
Z = c (10)
and for a mass controlled system:
Z = jwm (11)
Equations 9, 10, and 11 are important in the interpretation of a mechan­
ical inpedance display. The phase angle between the force and the 
velocity signals for a spring controlled system is -90°, for a danper 
controlled system is 0°, and for a mass controlled system is +90°. 
Equation 8 can also be written as
Z = c - j (ka -nw2) = Zc - j Zk (12)
w
where the real corrponent (Zc) represents the danper inpedance and the 
imaginary corrponent Zk represents the inpedance of the energy storage 
elements: spring and mass. The magnitude of the conplex inpedance is:
ZQ = \ j c2 + (ka -nv/2) 2 (13)
V w2
The phase angle of the conplex inpedance is:
0 = - arctan (ka -nw^ ) (14)
cw
The frequency response of inpedance and phase angle for a Kelvin model is 
shown in Figure 5. Measurements taken in this study indicate that Z is 
a function of static preload as well as frequency. Equation 8, then, 
indicates that the parameters ka, c, and m are functions of static pre­
load. It seems reasonable to expect a dependence of (ka) on static pre­
load based on the participation of a larger nunber of collagen fibers in 
resisting deformation as we penetrate deeper into the tissue. A depen­
dence of the viscous parameter (c) on preload could be a result of 
compression of interstitial spaoes through which fluids must move. While 
our main objective is to evaluate the viscoelastic parameters (c) and 
(ka), we should note that increasing preload causes a larger mass of the 
tissue to be involved in the excitation.
Although Fung (27) has shown that the viscoelastic parameters of 
arteries are almost independent of frequency over a limited frequency 
range (from 1 Hz to 10 Hz) and Ferry (28) shewed that the storage and
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Figure 5
F r e q u e n c y  D e p e n d e n c e  o f  Imp e d a n c e  
M a g n i t u d e  and Phase An g l e  for a 
K e l v i n  E l e m e n t
loss moduli of several viscoelastic solids are independent of frequency 
over a very wide frequency range, it is conceivable that the parameters 
k<j, c, and m of soft tissue are frequency dependent in the range of fre­
quencies and preloads reported in this study.
The relationship between static stiffness (ks) and dynamic stiffness 
(kd) is shewn in Figure 6.
Force
D i s p l a c e m e n t
Figure 6
R e l a t i o n s h i p  B e t ween S tatic Sti f f n e s s  (ks ) 
and D y n a m i c  S t i f f n e s s  (k^)
ks = Tan 8^ 
kd = Tan 02
CHAPTER THREE
RESULTS
Scope
The results which are presented in this chapter cover the following:
- Measurement of the mechanical inpedance of human soft tissue at 
various preloads (0.50N to 5.62N) in the frequency range of 30 to 1000 
Hz.
- Measurement of the phase angle between the force and the velocity 
signals at the respective preloads and frequencies as above.
- Frequency response of the real component of the conplex inpedance at 
various preloads.
- Frequency response of the dynamic stiffness of the tissue at various 
preloads.
- The preload dependence of the dynamic stiffness of the tissue.
- The dependence of the viscous damping coefficient on static preload.
- Measurement of the static displacement (compression) of the tissue at 
various static preloads.
Results of Impedance Measurements
Digitized data of the mechanical inpedance and of the respective 
phase angle for the soft tissues of sixteen normal human subjects at 
various frequencies are tabulated in Appendix 3. The mean values of the 
inpedance and phase angles (for 16 subjects) are shewn in Figures 7 and 
8. The inpedance data were plotted on a logarithmic scale while the 
phase angle data were plotted on a linear scale. Both the inpedance and 
phase angle are presented as a function of the excitation frequency 
plotted on a logarithmic scale.
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The real and imaginary components of the conplex inpedance were 
calculated from the inpedance and phase angle measurements at various 
frequencies and preloads. According to the viscoelastic model, the 
real component represents the energy dissipation of the system while the 
imaginary component represents the energy storage of that system. These 
components are plotted on semi-log scales as shewn in Figures 9 and 10. 
Figure 11 shews the relationship between the dynamic stiffness of the 
tissue and the static preload imposed on the tissue during the course of 
measurement. The dynamic stiffness is calculated from inpedance data 
near the lew frequency end of the spectrum.
Figure 11 also shews the dependence of the viscous damping modulus 
of the tissue on the static preload. This damping modulus is calculated 
from the inpedance value at resonance.
Impedance measurements indicate that the numerical value of the 
mechanical impedance decreases with increasing frequency to a minimum 
value as shown in Figure 7. It should be noted that a minimum impedance 
corresponds to a phase angle of 0° which is more readily noticed in Figure
8. With a further increase in the frequency the impedance remains 
constant until a certain frequency is reached after which the impedance 
increases with increasing frequency. The impedance falls at a slope of 
45°on log-log scale regardless of the static preload. The magnitude of 
the minimum impedance and the frequency corresponding to that minimum 
are dependent on static preload. The phase angle difference between the 
force and the velocity signals changes with increasing frequency at any 
preload. Phase angle measurements at the lewest preload demonstrate the 
least gradual transition in the frequency response of the phase angle as 
compared to measurements at higher preloads.
The frequency response of the real component of the complex impedance
shows a dependence of this component on the frequency. This dependence 
can be generally characterized by a decrease in the real component with 
increasing frequency until a minimum magnitude is reached. This minimum 
occurs near the resonant frequency and is followed by an increase in the 
magnitude of this component with increasing frequency at preloads higher 
that 1.5 Newton.
The frequency response of the energy storage term (kd -nw^ ) of the 
complex impedance in Figure 10 indicates that this term is almost insen­
sitive to the frequency up to 300 Hz. This term falls rapidly at higher 
frequencies.
The relationship between the dynamic stiffness/ k<j/ and static pre­
load P (Figure 11) indicates a non-linear increase in dynamic stiffness 
with increasing preload up to a preload of 1.5 Newton. At higher preloads 
the dynamic stiffness increases linearly with frequency.
Figure 11 indicates that the viscous damping coefficient, Zc, is
also a function of static preload. At lew preloads (up to 2 N) the
damping coefficient increases with increasing preload. Above 2 N this
coefficient is a weak function of preload, asymptotically approaching
5.5 N.sec 
M
X-ray pictures were taken of the middle fingers of each subject.
The average tissue thickness was measured from the x-rays and was found 
to be 7.6 ^ 0.6 iren (mean and standard deviation) .
Results of Static Force - Displacement Measurements
The static force - displacement curve for normal soft tissue is 
shewn in Figure 12. It is seen from this figure that soft tissue ex­
hibits a non-linear force - displacement relationship. As a result, the 
static stiffness of the tissue is a varying function of the depth of
penetration. The relationship between the static stiffness and the pre^  
load force is shwon in Figure 13 which indicates that the static stiff­
ness of the tissue is a linear function of preload force.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Interpretation of mechanical inpedance data is based on the visco­
elastic model of Kelvin. Equations 8 through 10 relate the numerical 
value of this inpedance to the viscoelastic parameters k£ and c.
Figures 7 and 8 shew that the dynamic behavior of soft tissue is 
controlled by its energy storage capability (spring action) until a 
certain frequency is reached at which the tissues experience visco­
elastic resonance that is characterized by a minimum inpedance value and 
a phase angle of 0° between the force and the velocity signals. The 
value of this minimum inpedance is limited by the energy dissipation 
capability (viscous damping) of the tissue.
Measurements of the frequency response and phase angle of the mechan­
ical inpedance of soft tissue at relatively high preloads (above 2 N) 
indicate the presence of structural resonance related to the vibration of 
the distal bony segment of the finger. This hypothesis was verified by 
inserting a K-wire in the distal bone segment of the finger of a cadaver 
and observing the response of the wire to vibration input. By altering 
the support of this wire, it was possible to change the frequency of 
resonance and the amplitude of the inpedance at that frequency.
The vibration of the bony segments at preloads exceeding 2 N suggests 
that a considerable portion of the mechanical energy input is transmitted 
to the surface of the bone through the soft tissue at these high preloads. 
This is supported by the trend of the damping coefficient to level off at 
these preloads as shown in Figure 11 indicating the limit of energy dissi­
pation of soft tissues.
It should be noted that the mechanical inpedance measurements reported
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in this study were performed at a constant RMS velocity while the fre­
quency of excitation was automatically swept. As a result, the IMS value 
of the vibration amplitude (x) decreases as the frequency increases.
This causes the elastic force term (k^ x) to fall relative to the viscous 
damping force term (c x) in Kelvin's model with constant parameters.
The effect of the area of contact on inpedance measurements was 
investigated by employing taro inpedance head tips with different cross 
sectional areas: 0.3 and 1.2 cm2. The experimental results indicated
that the inpedance spectrum is unique for a given preload force.
Assuming a linear stress-strain relationship and approximating the
effective mass by (?Ah) and the total strain by the quantity (xs + Xq)
fi
it can be shown that 
ka = Fs + BA xs
X q  n  X q
Increasing the area at constant preload and dynamic amplitude the mean 
static displacement decreases and the resultant change in the dynamic 
stiffness becomes small.
These findings concerning the effect of the area of contact on me­
chanical inpedance measurements may appear to be in disagreement with the 
results of Franke (15) who indicated that the frequency response of the 
mechanical inpedance is dependent on the diameter of the piston. However, 
it is not clear from his description whether the preload force or the 
contact pressure was held constant during the course of measurement.
The relationship between the dynamic stiffness and static preload 
shown in Figure 11 suggests that this stiffness modulus increases with 
increasing preload. Belcw a preload of 1.7 Newton (corresponding to a 
strain of approximately 55%) the increase in the modulus wdth respect to 
preload is non linear. Around 1.7 Newton a high dynamic stiffness is 
reached. This stiffness will then increase linearly with further in­
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creases in preload. The dynamic stiffness - preload relationship is 
analogous to the static stress-strain relationship for skin studied by 
several investigators. Markenscoff (31) predicted a strain of 57% above 
which the stress-strain curve for skin enters its high modulus region.
This level of strain is in agreement with our study. The calculated 
critical strain level (57%) reported by Markenscoff is based on a simple 
model of collagen fiber network in the dermis. . The fibers are assumed 
to be of unit length, interconnected at their end and to advance mono- 
tonically forwards. This model suggests that entry into the high-modulus 
region is simply a geometric effect that corresponds to thorough align­
ment of the collagen fibers along the stress direction.
The work of Dale and Baer (34) on collagen fibers of connective 
tissues indicates that these fibers follow a planar wavy course. 
Straightening this wave form produces an initial non-linear stress-strain 
relationship of lew modulus. This is followed by a linear high-modulus 
region that is associated with straining the fibers themselves.
These authors also indicated that the wavy configuration of collagen 
fibers is due to the presence of compressive stress on these fibers during 
the formation of connective tissue. This stress results from contraction 
of the inter fibrillar matrix as a result of the loss of hyaluronic acid; 
a connective tissue polysaccharide that plays a major lubricating role.
It is abundant in the interfibrillar matrix of the newborn.
The non-linear relationship between the dynamic stiffness (kd) and 
the static preload in this study is similar to the findings of 
Franke (15) who demonstrated a non-linear stiffness - preload relation­
ship up to a preload of 1.7 N , followed by a linear relationship up 
to 3.6 N.
The data presented in this study indicate both elastic and
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viscous contributions to the mechanical inpedance are elevated with
increasing preload. However, the ratio of these is not constant. The
first corner frequency, shown to be kd according to Kelvin's model, rises
c-
with increasing preload as indicated by the data in Figure 11.
The relationship between the exciting frequency and the inpedance 
phase angle for a Kelvin model indicates that increasing the viscous 
damping parameter broadens the transition of phase angle from -90 to +90 
degrees. This is in agreement with measurements of the phase angle fre­
quency response at various preloads in this study as shown in Figure 8.
Furthermore, the model predicts that increasing the elastic modulus 
will elevate the undamped natural frequency of the system. This is also 
in agreement with our phase angle measurements at increasing preloads.
It should be noted that there is a slight increase in the mass of excited 
tissues with increasing preload, as suggested by the increasing slope of 
the (wZk) versus (w2) curve with increasing preload shewn in Figure 14. 
Dynamic stiffness, however, increases much more rapidly with increasing 
preloads.
The determination of the static force - displacement relationship for 
human soft tissue, by the method described in this study, involves several 
difficulties. Establishing a "zero" on the force-displacement curve is 
limited by the low static stiffness of the tissue during the early stages 
of penetration and by the sensitivity of the static force transducer. 
Furthermore, at deeper penetrations the static force becomes extremely 
sensitive to the displacenent. This sensitivity amplifies the uncertainty 
associated with the 2-3% relative error in displacement measurement.
It is shewn that the measured dynamic stiffness of the tissue is more 
than one order of magnitude above the static stiffness. This is not sur­
prising in view of the highly non-linear force displacement relationship.
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Hcwever, the uncertainties in the determination of the static force- 
displacement relationship prohibit accurate assessment of the dynamic 
modulus from static force-displaoement measurements.
Impedance measurements at very lew preload (0.5 N) were found to 
be sensitive to the cardiovascular activity especially near the 
resonant frequency where the impedance reaches a minimum value. In 
this region, the raw data contain fluctuations in the magnitude and 
phase angle of the impedance. The frequency of these fluctuations 
indicates that they are representative of pulse pressure. The amplitude 
of these fluctuations was observed to increase with exercise.
The earlier study of Thompson and Hussein (25) in evaluating the 
dynamic properties of certain orthotic materials (from 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz) 
was extended to the higher frequency range of 30-1000 Hz. The frequency 
response of the mechanical impedance of orthotic materials was compared 
to that of normal soft tissue. It was found that the impedance spectra 
of these materials continue to fall in the frequency range of 30-1000 Hz 
at a rate of 20 dB/decade, which is indicative of a pure elastic re­
sponse with no damping. This is clearly different from the impedance 
spectrum of the tissue (for the same frequency range) which levels off 
indicating that the viscous damping force dominates the dynamic response 
of the tissue. These studies suggest that low frequency measurements 
(0.1-10 Hz) will provide limited, but useful, information for the 
assessment of the biomechanical compatibility of interface (orthotic) 
materials based on matching their spring impedance with that of the 
tissue. The higher frequency range (30-1000 Hz) is more suited for the 
evaluation of such materials because it provides information on the 
energy damping ability of the material in addition to the ability of 
that material to store mechanical energy input.
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The methods of measurement and analysis that were employed in this 
study (on normal human soft tissue) were extended to the characterization 
and evaluation of scarred tissues in vivo. Hussein et al. (32) measured 
the dynamic response of human soft tissue having a surface scar at various 
frequencies and preloads and concluded that scarring causes a distinctive 
alteration in the frequency response of the mechanical impedance. The 
nature and magnitude of this alteration are dependent on the static pre­
load. Lew preload data indicate that a surface scar causes the super­
ficial layers of the tissue to appear stiffer. On the other hand, mea­
surements taken at high preloads suggest that the deeper layers of tissue 
are less stiff than normal tissue and possess a lewer damping coefficient. 
These results were supported by stress relaxation measurements (force 
versus time) which indicate that the behavior of scarred tissues ap­
proaches that of a perfectly elastic solid with no damping. Normal soft 
tissue, on the other hand, has a higher ability to moderate mechanical 
energy inputs as indicated by a greater stress relaxation as observed in 
time domain data.
Attempts to evaluate edematous tissue by employing mechanical imped­
ance measurements with the present setting were non conclusive because of 
the absence of a system that will quantify the increase in the tissue 
pressure brought about by the accumulation of entrapped body fluids at 
the site of measurement. Accounting for the increase in tissue fluid 
pressure may be possible by utilizing a Wick catheter technique (33).
The Wick catheter (Cutter Biomedical Laboratories, San Diego, California) 
is a specially formed catheter that allows free transmission of inter­
stitial-fluid pressure to a pressure transducer and a recorder. Numerous 
fibers at the tip of the catheter maintain catheter potency and continuous 
fluid transmission. Once the increase in the interstitial fluid pressure
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resulting from edema is determined, the static preload may be increased 
proportionally to compensate for this effect in fluid edematous tissues. 
This nay not be possible in protein edemas (pitting-type edena). Typical 
measurements comparing the impedance spectra of normal and edematous 
tissues are shewn in Figure 15. These measurements were performed on 
the pulp tissue of the middle finger of a normal male subject before and 
after edema. Edema was induced by limiting venous return from the 
distal segment of the finger for 15 minutes through the application of 
pressure from an elastic string that was firmly tied around the finger 
at this location. The apparent preload on the edematous tissue was 
identical to the preload on that tissue before inducing edema.
Our experience with fresh frozen cadavers indicates that the dynamic 
response of soft tissue in vitro is qualitatively similar to that of 
normal soft tissue in vivo. This suggests that circulatory fluids play a 
minor role in controlling the mechanisms of dissipation within the tissue. 
If the lost pressure within the pulp tissue of a cadaver finger is com­
pensated for when applying static preload, it may be possible to 
match the impedance spectra of soft tissue in vivo and in vitro quanti­
tatively.
In conclusion, a test system has been developed for the measurement 
of point impedance of human soft tissue in vivo at various frequencies 
and static preloads. Impedance data were analyzed utilizing a visco­
elastic solid model. Phase angle measurements were utilized to separate 
the resistive and reactive components of the complex impedance. The 
tissue is excited by a swept sinusoidal forcing function at a constant 
RMS velocity. The relative contribution of the energy storage and dissi­
pation functions to the tissue impedance is shown to be frequency depen­
dent. At any preload, the response of the tissue is controlled by its
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spring force up to a resonant frequency after which the tissue response 
is controlled by its viscous danping force. At any single frequency, 
the magnitudes of the elastic and viscous components of the tissue depend 
on the magnitude of static preload that is applied to the tissue during 
the course of measurement. Within the range of preloads employed in 
this study, it is shown that the dynamic stiffness of the tissue con­
tinues to rise with increasing preloads while the viscous damping co­
efficient increases with increasing preloads only up to an intermediate 
preload beyond which the damping coefficient is almost independent of 
preload.
The methods of measurement and analysis that are employed in this 
study are appropriate for the characterization of human soft tissue 
in vivo and for evaluating changes in the ability of this tissue to store 
and dissipate mechanical energy input.
Future work may be directed towards the following areas:
- Measurement of the mechanical impedance of human soft tissue at a 
constant dynamic (RMS) displacement.
- Accounting for the effects of elevated tissue pressure on mechanical 
impedance measurements taken at the surface of edematous tissues.
- Qrploying the methods of measurement reported here towards non-invasive 
determination of pulse pressure in the circulations of the hand and foot.
- Evaluating the changes in the physical properties of soft tissue in 
response to calibrated mechanical trauma.
- Development of a material that is bicmechanically compatible with 
human soft tissue.
- Extending the application of mechanical impedance measurements to the 
diagnosis of diabetic, cancerous, and other pathologic tissues.
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Appendix 1
Digitizer Data Entry Program 
for Soft Tissue Inpedance
49
50
LIST 
1 INIT
10 DATA 30,35,40,45,50,55,60,65,70,75,80,90,100,110,120,140,160,160 
20 DATA 230,220,240, 263,280,330,320,343,368,380,400,429,440,460,488 
30 DATA 500,530,569,603,630,660,703,730,760,800,850,900,950,1003 
40 DIM F<4?>,Z<47),T<47>,X<200>,Y<200>»A<30>»B<30),C<38),Y1<4?)
50 READ F
99 REM****************************************************************** 
108 REM***** DIGITIZER DATA ENTRY PROGRAM FOR SOFT TISSUE IMPEDANCE ***
101 REM DET-'HMGH - 11/23^ 78
102 REM*****************************************************************
200 PAGE
201 PRINT "SETUP DIGITIZER USING ANY HORIZONTAL LINEG"
202 PRINT "Reninder : Digitizer Mode = POINTG"
203 INPUT 31:S,X0,Y0
204 PRINT "GKSY0
205 IF S=1 THEN 203
210 PRINT "ENTER ANY SUBJECT I.D. :"J 
212 INPUT N$
220 PRINT “ENTER TEST DATE :"!
222 INPUT D*
230 PRINT "ENTER ANY REMARKS OR QBSERUATIONS, LIMIT TO ONE LINE :"
232 INPUT R*
240 PRINT "ENTER THE TEST PRELOAD <NEWTONS> l"l 
242 INPUT P
300 REM GO TO SUBR TO SETUP DIGITIZER......
310 GOSUB 1003
359 REM......DIGITIZE IMPEDANCE UALUES.........
355 A*="IMPEDANCE"
360 GOSUB 3000
400 REM .CONUERT X,Y TO PROPER UNITS........
405 FOR J=1 TO I
410 XCJ)»F0*EXP<<X<J>-X0)/K0)
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415 YCJ>“Z0*EXP<<Y<J>-Y0>/K1>
420 NEXT J
424 REM.. GO TO SUBR TO INTERPOLATE.........
450 GOSUB 4B88
451 Z=Y1
460 REN DIGITIZE THETA UALUES.............
465 A*-“THETAn
468 DIM X(200>,Y(200>
470 GOSUB 3008
480 REM CONUERT X,Y TO PROPER UNITS........
482 FOR J=1 TO I
484 X<J>=F0*EXPC<X<J>-X0VK0>
486 YCJ>=T0+(Y<J>-Y2>/’K2 
488 NEXT J
494 REM GO TO SUBR TO INTERPOLATE.........
496 GOSUB 4000
497 T=Y1
500 REM PRINTOUT RESULTS.................
565 PAGE
518 PRINT -FREQUENCY",“IMPEDANCE","PHASE SHIFT- 
512 PRINT "HERTZ",“N-SEC/M","DEGREES"
514 PRINT "*******************************************************"
516 FOR J=1 TO 47
518 PRINT F<J>,Z<J),T<J>
519 NEXT J
520 INPUT A$
522 REM SAME DATA ON MAG TAPE.............
550 GOSUB 6000 
560 END
1000 REM***** SUBROUTINE FOR COMPUTING SCALE FACTORS ****************** 
1002 A$“ "**************************************************************" 
1004 PRINT A*
1010 PRINT -POSITION THE CURSOR AT THE FOLLOWING POINTS AND DEPRESS- 
1012 PRINT -ININ. FREQUENCY, MAX. FREQUENCY- 
1014 PRINT "IMIN. IMPEDANCE, MAX. IMPEDANCE"
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1016 PRINT "ININ. PHASE SHIFT, MAX. PHASE SHIFT"1020 input ei:s,xe,Y9
1030 PRINT "G"JX0,Y9 
1040 INPUT *l:S,Xl,Y9 
1050 PRINT "G“»X1,Y9 
1060 INPUT 0l:S,X9,Y0 
1070 PRINT "G“iX9,Y0 
108O INPUT ei:S,X9,Y4 
1890 PRINT MG"iX9,Y4 
1180 INPUT 01:S,X9,Y2 
1110 PRINT "G"}X9,Y2 
1120 INPUT ei:S,X9,Y3 
1125 PRINT "G"iX9,Y3
1130 PRINT "G END OF DIGITIZER INPUT G"
1140 PRINT "ENTER THE MINIMUM,MAXIMUM FREQUENCIES: "J 
1150 INPUT F8,F1
1160 PRINT "ENTER THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM IMPEDANCE: "J 
1170 INPUT 20,21
1180 PRINT "ENTER THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM PHASE SHIFT: "J
1190 INPUT T0,T1
1200 K0=CX1-X0>^LOG<F1/F0>
1210 Kl=CY4-Y0>/LOG<Zt/Z0>
1220 K2= CY3-Y2> ^ < T1-T0 >
1225 PRINT "K0", "K111, "K2"
1226 PRINT K0,K1,K2
1230 PRINT A*
130O RETURN
3000 REM***** SUBR FOR DIGITIZATION OF DATA **************************** 
3005 DIM X(200),Y<200)
3010 1=0 
3015 PAGE
3020 PRINT "DIGITIZE "iA*;" BY DEPRESSING PEN AT DESIRED POINT"
3021 PRINT "TO STOP, MOUE THE PEN TO HIGH Y-LOC'N t DEPRESS. GGO'G"
3030 1*1+1
3040 INPUT 01:S,X<I),Y<I)
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3050 PRINT »fi"l
3060 IF S«1 THEN 3030
3070 PRINT "END OF DIGITIZING.... G"
3060 1=1-1
3090 DIM X(I>,Y<I>
3208 RETURN
4000 REM***** SUBR TO INTERPOLATE TO DESIRED FREQUENCIES ***************
4061 DIM A<30>jB<30),C(30>
4010 K=0
4611 N8=0 
4012 K=K+1
4014 IF XCKX40 THEN 4012
4016 IF K>3 THEN 4020
4018 K=3
4020 GOSUB 5600
4038 Y1 < 1)=A0+B0*F < 1 >
4640 K»K+l
4042 IF XCKXFC3> THEN 4040 
4844 IF K>3 THEN 4048 
4046 K=3
4048 GOSUB 5006
4049 Y1C2)=A0+B0$F(2>
4050 REM AWAY FROM LEFT EDGE...READY TO PROCEED...
4052 FOR J-3 TO 45
4060 N0=N0+1
4062 IF X(N0XF<J-i> THEN 4860 
4064 N0=N0-1
4066 IF N0>0 THEN 4070 
4068 N0=0 
4070 K=0 
4080 K*K+1
4090 IF X<K+N0XF<J+l) THEN 4080 
4100 K*=K-1
4110 IF K>3 THEN 4120 
4112 K*3
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4120 GOSUB 5000 
4130 Y1<J>»A0+B0*F<J>
4150 NEXT J
4160 REM NOW AT RIGHT EDGE....NEXT TWO POINTS ARE SPECIAL CASES
4170 K*I-N0
4180 GOSUB 5000
4198 Y1<46)-A0+B0*F<46)
4200 Y1<47>=A0+B0*F<47>
4500 RETURN
5000 REM***** SUBR TO DO LEAST SQUARES FIT **************************** 
5018 DIM A(K)'B(tOfC<K)
5020 FOR N=1 TO K 
5030 A(N>=X(N+N0>
5040 B(N>=Y(N+N0>
5050 NEXT N 
5060 S0=SUM<A)
5062 S1=SUMCB>
5063 C=A*B
5064 S2=SUM<C)
5065 C=A*A
5066 S3=SUM<C>
5067 C=B*B
5068 S4=SUM(C)
5090 B0=<S2-S0*S1-K>/<S3-S0*S0/K>
5100 A0=<S1-S0*B0>/'K 
5500 RETURN
6000 REM***** SUBR TO SAUE DATA ON MAG TAPE **************************** 
6010 PRINT "ENTER THE FILE NUMBER ON WHICH YOU WISH TO SAUE DATA: H|
6020 INPUT K
6030 FIND K
6040 MARK 1j2000
6050 FIND K
6060 FOR J«1 TO 47
6070 WRITE 033:F<J>»Z<J)»T<J>
6080 NEXT J
6090 WRITE 033:NfiPiR$fD$
6100 PRINT "GDATA IS NOW ON TAPEG"
6500 RETURN 
7000 REH
7010 REM SUBR TO EXTRACT DATA FROM TAPE 
7012 PAGE
7014 DIM F<47>,Z<47>,T<47>
7020 PRINT "WHICH FILE DO YOU WISH TO EXAMINE :*J 
7030 INPUT K 
7040 FIND K
7042 PRINT "J",“F(J>","Z<J>","T(J)'
7044 PRINT
7058 FOR J=1 TO 47
7069 READ e33:F<J>,Z<J>,T<J>
7065 PRINT J,F(J>,ZCJ),T<J)
7070 NEXT J
708O READ e33:N$fP,R*,D*
7100 PRINT "SUBJECT I.D. : ";N*,*IDATE : ";D* 
7110 PRINT "REMARKS:"
7120 PRINT R$
7190 PRINT "DATA IS NOW IN MEMORYG"
7208 RETURN
Appendix 2
Program for Retrieving Digitized 
Data and for Performing 
Statistical Analysis
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57
LIST 
18 PAGE
15 PRINT "SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING!*
20 PRINT "IUINITIALIZE"
38 PRINT "I2IADD NEW DATA"
40 PRINT "I3ICOMPLETION fit TABULATION"
58 PRINT "SELECTION: GG"J 
90 INPUT C
100 GOSUB C OF 1000,2000,3000,4080 
110 GO TO 58 
120 END
1090 REM ***** INITIALIZATION ROUTINE ********************************* 
1010 INIT
1020 DIM M0<47>,D0<47),E0<47),MK47>,D1<47>,E1<47>
1030 DIM F<47>,S0(47),S1(47>
1048 H0=0
1041 M1=0
1042 D0“0 
1843 D1=0
1044 S0=0
1045 S1=0
1046 N=0
1047 T=0
1048 E0«0
1049 El-1
1580 PRINT "ENTER PRELOAD : "J 
1510 INPUT P 
1900 RETURN
2000 REM ******** NEW DATA ENTRY **************************************
2016 PRINT " ENTER DESIRED DATA FILE NO ! "J
2028 INPUT F0
2030 FIND F0
2040 FOR 1*1 TO 47
2050 READ 833:F(I>,Z,T
2060 M0CI>=M0(I)+Z
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2070
2080 S0CI>*S0<I>+Z*Z 
2090 S1CI>=S1<I>+T*T 
2100 NEXT I 
2110 N=N+1 
2500 RETURN
3088 REN ****** COMPUTE MEANS,STD. DEVS.,TABULATE ********************* 
3010 FOR 1*1 TO 47 
3020 HOC I>=N0< I )/*N
3030 DOC I>=SQR< CS0CI>-N*M0(I>*M0<I>)/(N-l>)
3040 HI<I)=H1<I)/N
3050 D1C1>“SQR<<S1CI)-N*Ml<I)*M1CI>)/<N-1))
3060 E0CI>=D0CI>^SQR< N)
3070 E1CI)=D1CI)/SQRCH)
3075 NEXT I
3080 A*=“PRELOAD:--
3082 BS^ 'NO. SUBJECTS:-"
3084 C*="JFREQUENCYH 
3086 D*="N-SEC^M"
3088 E*=“DEGREES"
3890 F*=*STD. DEVIATION- 
3092 G*=*STD. ERROR- 
3894 H*="HERTZ"
3096 I*-"******************************************************"
3100 PAGE
3110 PRINT A*;P,B*;N
3120 PRINT C*»"MEAN INPEDN"»F*» G*
3122 PRINT H$,D$,D$,D$
3130 PRINT I*
3140 FOR 1=1 TO 47
3150 PRINT FCI),M0(I),D0<I>,E0(I>
3160 NEXT I 
3190 INPUT Z*
3200 PAGE
3218 PRINT A*;P,B*;N
3220 PRINT C*,-MEAN PHASESF^G*
3230 PRINT H#»E*,E*,E*
3240 PRINT 1$
3250 FOR 1*1 TO 47
3260 PRINT F<I>,N1<I>,D1<I>,E1CI>
3270 NEXT I 
3280 INPUT Z«
3500 RETURN
4800 REM***** SUBR TO DRAW IMPEDANCE ********************************
4001 PAGE
4002 WINDOW 1.5,3.1,0,2
4004 AXIS 8.5,6.5,1.5,0
4005 FOR J=1 TO 47 
4010 X=LGT<F<J>>
4020 Y=LGT<M0<J>>
4038 GOSUB 6000
4038 NEXT J
4039 FOR J=1 TO 47
4040 X=LGT(F<J>>
4042 Y=H0(J)+D0<J>
4058 Y=LGTCY>
4068 GOSUB 6080 
4061 NEXT J
4063 FOR J=1 TO 47 
4065 X=LGTCF(J>>
4070 Y-M0<J>-D0<J)
4080 Y=LGT<Y)
4090 GOSUB 6880 
4092 NEXT J 
4100 FOR J«2 TO 3 
4110 MOUE J,0.8 
4120 PRINT "UUbm”!10tJ 
4130 NEXT J
4140 FOR I»0.5 TO 1.5 STEP 0.5 
4150 MOUE 1.6,1
4160 PRINT 1
4170 NEXT I
4180 HOVE 2.2,0.5
4190 PRINT -FREQUENCY, Hertz-
4200 HOME
4210 PRINT -PRELOAD :C"»P 
4509 RETURN 
6000 MOVE X,Y 
6010 DRAU X,Y 
6020 RETURN
Appendix 3
Printout of Inpedance and 
Phase Angle Data
61
PRELOAD:-©.5 HO. SUBJECTS:-6
FREQUENCY HEAN IMPEDN STD. DEU1ATI0N STD. ERROR
HERTZ N-SEC'M N-SEC/M N-SEC M^
** ****************************************************
30 21.1828688394 3.27624404015 1.33752102853
35 17.6803306108 2.69865569185 1.10172157275
40 14.5615052904 2.15926079796 0.881514529434
45 12.5476527443 1.97536381722 0.806438901425
50 11.1025642915 1.86758641237 0.762406300281
55 10.0402182169 1.74787855807 0.713568433271
60 9.13651548289 1.63857258349 0.668944456011
65 8.34179659815 1.52O50807667 0.620744822936
70 7.66014635372 1.39778114261 0.570641761912
75 7.12414072825 1.3352327272 0.545106478252
80 6.6854906038 1.2758827895 0.520876967644
90 5.97658587323 1.16930174799 0.477365439652
100 5.35487279989 1.07490257767 0.438827139749
110 4.85343075205 8.992172653649 0.405052789697
128 4.45817637974 0.918241579412 0.374870555028
140 3.81766840512 0.809081360698 0.330306082351
160 3.29041725457 0.747591393637 0.305202908418
180 2.8730158367 0.710628006923 0.290112668982
208 2.61017566787 0.629163484689 0.256854917046
220 2.4133857294 0.527781664408 0.215465962233
246 2.25148685457 0.464254209969 0.18953098756
260 2.11143426134 0.411495790272 0.167992452911
280 1.99361034357 0.34504524O184 0.140864129438
300 1.91180457271 0.279066861918 0.113928569303
320 1.84857293034 0.222377145436 0.0907850894623
340 1.80367950224 0.179416034554 0.0732462893885
360 1.77899845269 0.136320733964 0.0556527065956
380 1.76018837872 0.108532846252 0.0443083489415
400 1.75949380161 0.0917696894939 0.0374648188523
420 1.76101425541 0.0814189281748 0.0332391382388
440 1*77074901558 0.0899182617859 0.0367089766556
460 1*78583082339 0.113286785857 0.046249953155
480 1.80207549024 0.137799194482 0.0562562855747
508 1.83141554921 0.162898214617 0.0665029176371
536 1.86720091384 0.186680017198 0.0762117978848
560 1.92071334488 0.215717448266 0.0880662762117
600 2.00541434278 0.257260902373 0.10502632359?
630 2.05401804658 0.27877926693 0.113811167306
660 2.09912958493 0.282278512648 0.115239720223
700 2.14605337487 0.290498647677 0.11859231031
730 2.16604908249 8.386047640932 0.124943426211
760 2.19582433406 0.301449418635 0.123066209819
800 2.23241719408 0.293073406728 0.119646717277
850 2.3020746529 0.291398545957 0.118959692244
900 2.39761967054 0.302302645882 0.123414538351
950 2.49243034335 0.305810427058 0.124846584052
1000 2.58624299585 0.318164096479 0.129889948475
PRELOAD:-0.5 NO. SUBJECTS:-6
FREQUENCY
HERT2
MEAN PHASE 
DEGREES
STD. DEUIATION 
DEGREES
**************:****************************************
38
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
90
180
110
120
140
160
180
208
220
240
260
280
308
328
340
360
380
408
426
65.2893913072
65.3703321318
66.2716372146
70.8808558673
75.842634944
88.2970739417
83.6606483735
86.2267480725
91.0116564724
93.9791503722
95.1471113414
97.731474539
99.596051239
102.558283697
104.865605563
108.151497591
111.586486879
114.753822477
117.782049827
121.122196648
123.943397384
128.655832518
133.12117094
136.688959335
139.682214293
141.774119938
144.446265731
147.250380816
150.414190769
155.272782084
23.0200409213 
12.5337716664 
3.87797856965 
1.50450438404 
2.31669118754 
2.59480399839 
1.99023998747 
2.33510061835 
2.69372881571 
3.21872790818 
2.9978507O716
I.50291808677 
2.6543066951 
3.90183152544 
3.39336642012 
4.9818102008 
5.08610728558 
6.71682634348 
8.71219249466
II.0890155858 
14.1428998804 
14.0572319855 
12.1374118115 
11.8609293138 
12.8646746816 
15.7971616059 
17.2472803844 
16.3048959788 
14.2669037959 
11.0631911925
STD. ERROR 
DEGREES
9.39789235254
5.11689085587
1.58317812152
0.614211342778
0.945785216844
1.05932429643
0.812512072497
0.953300835583
1.09971018398
1.31404016598
1.22386742626
0.613563739632
1.08361617064
1.59291604994
1.38533603993
2.03381549789
2.O7639460446
2.74213287207
3.55673769214
4.52707165583
5.77381469836
5.73884092674
4.95507762268
4.842204U567
5.25198144612
6.44916421977
7.04117273206
6.65644590953
5.82443908487
4.5165288914
440
460
480
500
530
566
600
630
660
700
730
760
800
850
900
950
1300
65
158.665735193
161.082528389
163.42387962
165.172872967
169.49854192
176.078597898
185.794668748
188.177868964
189.181366989
190.413394678
190.576272113
192.871016698
196.059234492
198.543437472
201.255926978
203.51O057363
205.822650451
9.86442304279
10.0761958425
11.7093941379
12.7786394132
15.2083312616
14.4855520997
9.94303848838
10.021518499
11.6017354232
12.5061057308
10.3710460018
8.1330552961
7.79332054591
8.76442960879
8.62425620632
9.83272427051
11.610817497
4.02713384363
4.11358972707
4.78034013916
5.21685769488
6.28877523836
5.91370188115
4.0592284649
4.09126452909
4.73638865292
5.10559628498
4.23396180055
3.32030592088
3.1816097899
3.57806340468
3.52083785275
4.01419287404
4.74009639404
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440 .3.34214388802 1.12774883341 8.281937213833
468 3.48049342381 1.08258849428 8.270647123571
480 3.402439975 0.991643267696 0.247910816924
300 3.3564033271 0.982220307955 0.245333076989
530 3.34436082895 1.0529214879 0.263230371975
560 3.35108084812 1.07541836352 0.26885459088
608 3.34817736247 0.994105288146 0.248526322036
630 3.34860226421 0.895796424883 0.223949106221
660 3.35527617793 0.888363292025 0.202090823006
700 3.37270372739 0.743296522824 0.185824130706
730 3.37744767226 0.724277499042 0.181069374761
760 3.38713128431 0.71464348597 0.178660871492
800 3.41329262323 0.722528616183 0.180632154046
850 3.46364280573 0.726686928618 0.181671732154
900 3.50737993361 0.722136702807 0.180534175702
959 3.5554228509 0.742190927658 0.185547731915
1000 3.60768132502 8.764639573625 0.191159893256
PRELOADS-1 NO. SUBJECTS:-16
FREQUENCY HEAN PHASE STD. DEVIATION STD. ERROR
HERTZ DEGREES DEGREES DEGREES
30 70.627306776 7.02169902332 . 1.75542475583
35 68.8608735188 5.73336330493 1.43334082623
46 67.6012960739 5.3038100604 1.3259525151
45 69.0921427703 4.34397064728 1.08599266182
50 71.9500393915 4.07636680629 1.01909150157
55 76.3695566786 4.65462540137 1.16365635034
60 61.1102860919 5.17099945532 1.29274986383
65 84.6679244274 4.6054677299 1.15136693247
70 87.7080943632 3.88749921567 0.951874683917
75 91.5453264453 3.84406475484 0.96101618871
88 93.9599146065 3.51268306269 0.878178765673
90 96.2162955983 3.33868433404 0.834651083511
100 98.2775568415 3.20234807531 0.808587018828
110 100.969275688 4.16802561858 1.04200640465
120 103.751317846 4.59078274644 1.14769568661
140 107.989715392 4.60241710949 1.15068427737
160 111.559530212 5.43748752749 1.35937188187
180 115.266082834 8.1849861927 2.04624654818
200 118.413542954 18.6744616435 2.66861541087
220 121.766380893 12.637592254 3.1593980635
240 124.999975994 14.3972665859 3.59931662646
260 127.347040498 15.9768550814 3.99421377834
280 129.872798851 17.0465701527 4.26164253818
300 132.041671221 17.4041962236 4.35104905589
320 134.342066004 17.1237555027 4.28093887568
340 136.279466635 16.7333717179 4.18334292947
368 137.91312054 15.6262364443 3.90655911107
380 139.666285956 15.4610816622 3.86527041556
408 141.856543771 14.6927097147 3.67317742867
420 142.822491508 13.7839236529 3.44598091324
440 143.772106499 13.6877910801 3.42194777002
460 145.018171913 13.7370729092 3.43426822729
480 147.474144137 13.3245886633 3.33114716384
500 149.558855983 12.6393558135 3.15983893337
530 152.271588292 11.8648593016 2.96621482539
560 155.846271577 10.7271354671 2.68176386678
600 160.434398555 13.1828846604 3.29572116509
630 161.46247256 12.6722004562 3.16803011404
660 162.272911542 11.6313409387 2.91283523267
700 164.128722533 13.5772868641 3.39432171602
730 166.326145082 14.1098062773 3.52745156932
768 167.75953099 13.8304857656 3.4376214414
800 169.407724217 13.1238360487 3.28075901018
850 170.641459834 14.4365629103 3.60914072738
900 172.836070045 15.1345328943 3.78363322358
950 175.882034272 15.4355195872 3.8588798968
1000 179.037880798 16.1359767344 4.0339941836
p r e l o a d:-l.s NO. SUBJECTS:-16
FREQUENCY 
HERTZ
NEAN IMPEDN 
N-SEC/H
STD. DEUIATION 
N-SEC/M
30
35
48
45
58
55
60
65
70
75
88
96
186lie
128
148
168
188
288
228
240
268
280
380
326
340
360
380
408
420
65.3886464787
56.3887052956
48.0685022277
42.0261116961
37.131892533?
33.0011412984
29.7267670025
27.1912410499
25.1716638108
23.8039088656
22.7576916256
26.3762640456
18.2211298769
16.470987217
15.1108346355
13.0635750333
11.4972877434
10.3602811932
9.45479265122
8.68762869979
8.02725051619
7.50173087388
7.08078609094
6.72459645555
6.41814732232
6.14776286437
5.90510903399
5.71692011725
5.56495663036
5.43530374592
17.9516850374
16.0533872932
14.2198924275
12.8585429869
11.7825270871
10.4884852911
9.33362091829
8.42326385009
7.81863038621
7.78392429296
7.9083115423
7.27706578978
6.68001562933
6.87154167356
5.53385265093
4.86845504056
4.45876966199
4.1847998882
3.88273089996
3.5104705463
3.14338460224
2.8337257789
2.56346420719
2.32098680873
2.13893470275
1.96863310423
1.82346573409
1.73052548692
1.65755793065
1.59781391095
STD. ERROR 
N-SEC/M
4.48792125934
4.01334682329
3.55497310688
3.21463574673
2.92563177178
2.6221213227?
2.33340522957
2.10581596252
1.95465759655
1.94598107324
1.97507788558
1.81926644744
1.6700O390733
1.51788541839
1.38346316273
1.21711376014
1.1146924155
1.04619997205
0.970682724989
0.877617636575
0.78584615056
0.708431444725
0.640866051798
0.580246502182
0.534733675686
0.492208276058
0.455866433522
0.43263137173
0.414389482663
0.399453477737
440 5.34838691605 1.57669485276 0.394173713189
460 5.33363797098 1.58224925383 0.395562313457
488 5.36615148004 1.62017026973 0.405O42567432
30O 5.35464325604 1.60307103386 0.400767758464
530 5.24102783313 1.5550273672 0.3887568418
560 5.13184763135 1.52482143982 0.381205359955
600 5.06331699175 1.4851719345 0.371292983626
630 5.05088047414 1.44334500047 0.360836250119
660 5.03218571574 1.39154030307 0.347885075767
700 4.99171445583 1.30886060989 0.327015152473
730 4.96785147792 1.26816690045 0.317041725113
760 4.94577179974 1.22693973146 0.306734932866
600 4.90290363869 1.15038778699 0.287596946748
850 4.84019140654 1.84817113908 0.262042784771
900 4.8069217943 0.956786240891 0.239196560223
PRELOAD:-1.5 HO. SUBJECTS:-16
FREQUENCY 
HERTZ
MEAN PHASE 
DEGREES
STD. DEVIATION 
DEGREES
30
35
46
45
56
55
60
65
70
75
69
90
160
110
120
140
160
180
200
226
240
260
280
300
320
346
366
386
408
420
67.673648397
70.4543852755
72.2144933097
70.2717822568
70.032861008
72.0208516834
75.1189692259
77.9584227143
61.0106383624
85.647211791
89.520115305
92.7148953898
95.5648884307
97.6294584442
99.9148862833
103.523981323
106.64166328
110.554562818
114.142889258
116.846522166
119.22204664
121.348228023
124.132688718
126.927753579
129.836699341
131.357753046
132.36781102
134,403374115
137.517626008
140.871929125
9.26087414223 
4.36176355346 
3.13282087597 
3.84483303805 
3.28476017365 
4.08643659873 
4.61877533188 
4.99522408589 
5.12033483826 
5.03217576823 
5.28387768662 
4.24299648125 
4.86269737642 
4.85748586226 
3.65872914871 
4.19974426373 
4.85936952379 
6.45161406O82 
8.25574365248 
10.0795147511
11.7663863809 
12.8075596844 
13.5525274637 
13.9166045722 
14.5648787125 
14.9572381835 
13.8613158705 
13.9660751431 
13.6107644937 
13.0829633023
STD. ERROR 
DEGREES
2.31521853556
1.09044088836
0.783205218993
0.961208259512
0.821190043413
1.02160914768
1.15469383297
1.24880602147
1.28008370956
1.25804394206
1.32096940166
1.06074912031
1.215674344U
1.01437146557
0.914682287177
1.04993606593
1.21484238095
1.6129035152
2.06393591312
2.51987868777
2.94159659522
3.20188992109
3.38813186593
3.47915114305
3.64121967813
3.73930954588
3.46532896762
3.49151878578
3.40269112342
3.27074082556
440
469
480see
530
560
600
636
660
700
730
768
800
850
900
950
1060
73
143.806040653
145.531876756
147.859015206
149.077886008
149.834200168
151.937560063
155.306696243
157.106186262
158.533077308
160.226408012
161.402141872
162.420468877
163.859957632
165.447111585
167.115702729
169.738144292
172.221204267
12.7143087881
11.9486979271
11.2071858515
11.0900476827 
12.8391457653 
13.8395437196 
13.8810749593 
14.0235344768 
14.1495457853 
14.6146820527 
14.6445901024 
14.4257399416 
13.5567960891 
13.6904681082 
14.1777623407 
13.9345187061 
14.0752418524
3.17857719703
2.98717448176
2.80179646289
2.77251192068
3.20978644131
3.4598859299
3.47026873983
3.5058836192
3.53738644633
3.65367051317
3.66114752561
3.68643498539
3.38919982227
3.42261702706
3.54444058517
3.48362967653
3.5188104631
PRELOAD:-2 NO. SUBJECTS:-16
FREQUENCY MEAN IMPEDN STD. DEVIATION STD. ERROR
HERTZ N-SEC/M N-SEC/M N-SEC/M
30 95.1963982107 26.2780267187 6.56750667969
35 82.5661082253 23.848262656 5.96006566399
46 70.96501562 21.5338412005 5.38346038013
45 62.9947271963 19.6201848706 4.90504621764
56 56.5478879456 18.2721178815 4.56802947036
55 50.7575373232 16.9124628544 4.22811571359
60 45.7126007472 15.3283609054 3.83209022634
65 41.5567650719 13.8068677549 3.45171693872
70 38.5094689463 12.8872797214 3.22181993034
75 36.7343412747 13.2551432098 3.31378580244
88 35.1796627253 13.5143109836 3.37057774591
90 31.6905372628 12.3809407661 3.09523519153
100 28.6235491493 11.2622753659 2.81556884149
110 26.0521730826 10.2056388484 2.5514097101
120 23.8575679519 9.23159642063 2.38789910516
140 20.4975556724 7.97457328617 1.99364332154
160 18.0333157577 7.39400596477 1.84850149119
180 16.2084080724 7.00676568895 1.75169142224
200 14.6927578978 6.34551705276 1.58637926319
220 13.473452842 5.69911170739 1.42477792685
240 12.4842061531 5.14348079499 1.28587019875
260 11.5984953743 4.63558826126 1.15889706531
280 10.9013190791 4.26647258064 1.06661814516
300 10.2943074774 3.89740331367 0.974350828417
328 9.73154826961 3.55973568551 0.889933921379
340 9.23267113639 3.28214124001 0.820535310002
360 8.78200333758 3.03798534593 0.759496336482
380 8.38752853635 2.8006623371 0.708165584276
400 8*02772590191 2.58371942377 0.645929855942
420 7.77339556988 2.5245427531 0.631135688276
440 7.69928332913 2.76163535832 0.69040883958
468 7.70674698392 3.04619323908 0.761548309769
460 7.67275713285 3.14127652989 0.785319132474
see 7.57423452539 3.04679736011 0.761699340028
53B 7,42033041737 2.85602960827 0.714007402068
568 7.28219730722 2.69627773536 0.67406943384
608 7.14333068938 2.55557347799 0.638893369497
630 7.01331260697 2.45821629638 0.614554074095
669 6.92265181616 2.37937367361 0.594843418404
700 6.85909849606 2.30734375812 0.576835939531
730 6.81712736412 2.27837146193 0.569592865483
760 6.75423692508 2.25743679898 0.564359199746
800 6.67808662798 2.24573749082 0.561434372706
850 6.61340834407 2.2103719684 8.5525929921
900 6.53956314304 2.17976412548 0.544941031371
950 6.46577420608 2.06357414082 0.515893535206
1000 6.39343637518 1.96384727782 0.490961819456
preload:-2 HO. SUBJECTS:*16
FREQUENCY
HERTZ
MEAN PHASE 
DEGREES
STD. DEUIATION 
DEGREES
30
35
46
45
56
55
66
65
70
75
86
90
166
lie
120
140
166
186
260
226
240
266
286
360
326
340
360
380
400
426
58.339095894?
66.2815222072
72.645116875
73.9673883438
73.3952069524
72.6632237339
73.6786126858
74.1168261663
76.920340084
81.2864264947
84.5649131744
87.441898015
90.8245718361
94.2344859594
97.1594039353
100.949512373
164.535698014
168.167601679
110.865277153
113.521667878
115.551855049
117.901769663
120.296832979
121.973126111
123.691779971
125.704226308
127.08497112
129.833624132
131.036410826
133.64624536
8.96299722688
5.89271911033
3.21844911165
3.883081915
5.82436958604
5.83299757818
4.65661946197
4.22470556767
5.9173708449
8.73062616771
8.07140428562
5.49102940112
5.24379737146
4.67776573091
4.45443484906
5.2376167551
5.4028636652
6.82822569112
9.21871757659
11.7334980708
13.1927882806
14.2828220085
15.1746611621
15.500460711
14.898104464
14.8484719485
15.16552998?
14.2470754943
13.3225929469
13.429699445
STD. ERROR 
DEGREES
2.24074930672
1.27317977758
0.804612277913
0.970770478751
1.45689239651
1.45824939455
1.16415486549
1.05617639192
1.47934271122
2.18265654193
2.0178518714
1.37275735028
1.31094934286
1.16944143273
1.11360871227
1.3094041887?
1.3587157663
1.70705642278
2.30467939415
2.9333745177
3.29819707014
3.55078550212
3.79366529054
3.87511517775
3.72452611601
3.71211798712
3.79138249675
3.56176887358
3.33064823672
3.35742486126
440 137.082766891 13.1000399023 3.27500997398
460 139.914209725 13.1907335079 3.29768337697
480 141.755770649 12.1880677125 3.04701692813
500 143.304913034 12.5374439822 3.13436099554
530 143.35086029 13.7003012393 3.42507530982
566 146.782599855 13.7604957609 3.44012394021
608 148.599332227 13.9461611986 3.48654029965
630 149.658483184 14.2521027908 3.56302569769
660 150.350067937 14.0790714806 3.51976787016
700 151.784406936 14.3202671235 3.58006678087
730 152.657289558 14.6994738315 3.67486845788
760 153.892326255 15.1891144691 3.79727861726
880 155.87964185 14.3260268424 3.5815065106
850 157.34859795 14.8538577743 3.71346444358
900 158.732138572 14.9851648065 3.74629120163
950 160.707563898 14.6782564798 3.66956411995
1000 162.718568924 14.8320412543 3.70801031356
PRELOAD:-2.5 NO. SUBJECTS:-16
FREQUENCY 
HERTZ
HEAN IHPEDN 
N-SEC/H
STD. DEUIATXOH 
N-SEC/M
tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
90
100
110
120
146
168
180
200
220
240
260
288
300
320
340
360
380
400
420
127.211899944
111.347546084
96.6810386011
86.1436849087
77.9052822221
70.8540832289
64.6590074165
59.1553662283
54.6888165451
51.8833315513
49.8079517326
45.2467856387
40.9598564056
37.3179984471
34.3672242857
29.6143719424
26.0611359808
23.7148893783
21.6513058837
19.7159621056
18.1662746537
16.8002814698
15.6057016812
14.63979088
13.7655278262
12.9941159274
12.3281563966
11.684879162
11.1136972935
10.7578699355
32.9482543611
38.9810931857
28.9532460239
26.5482342981
24.7226139011
23.0288877222
21.563837030?
20.0537593775
18.7827550304
18.6576533896
18.9328697753
18.1630461845
16.6351910555
15.1779293473
14.031977715
12.172130616?
10.9522578431
10.4684116305
9.73195663126
8.84367762231
8.169O1685035
7.51658821955
6.91086750456
6.40201064631
5.89782839791
5.4191553856?
5.01830804635
4.59382273815
4.13878940522
3.81590803003
STD. ERROR 
N-SEC/M
8.23706359027
7.74527329643
7.23831150598
6.63705857452
6.18065347526
5.75722193054
5.39095925767
5.01343984437
4.6956887576
4.66441334741
4.73301744383
4.54076152613
4.15879776388
3.79448233681
3.50799442875
3.04383265418
2.7380644607?
2.61518290763
2.43298915781
2.21091940558
2.04225421259
1.87914505489
1.72771687614
1.60O50266158
1.47445709948
1.35478884642
1.25457701159
1.14845568454
1.0346773513
0.953975007507
449 10.7197464216 3.98089096272 0.995222740679
460 10.900669858 4.44256599163 1.11064149791
486 10.8980453185 4.53321368789 1.13330342197
508 10.706684856 4.32959742213 1.08239935553
538 10.288830276 3.94838171208 0.98709542802
566 9.88273884455 3.68147586264 0.920368965661
600 9.43216079753 3.44573098137 0.861432745343
630 9.16505198999 3.28806390153 0.822015975382
660 8.96293570276 3.18543960998 0.796359902495
700 8.7278050301 3.09781871747 0.774454679368
730 8.58393269233 3.043203477 0.760800869251
768 8.47337054105 2.99799744938 0.749499362344
800 8.34840865671 2.92010010392 0.73002502598
856 8.2467678681 2.87937787979 8.719844469949
900 8.18371073579 2.81967554583 0.704918886457
956 8.14089473547 2.70728489413 0.676821223532
1000 8.10893551997 2.60898511181 0.652246277753
PRELOAD:-2.5 NO. SUBJECTS:-16
FREQUENCY MEAN PHASE STD. DEUIATION STD. ERROR
HERTZ DEGREES DEGREES DEGREES
30 52.7206021909 10.6124215455 2.65310538637
35 62.6665145837 8.53072713787 2.13268178447
40 71.7166522137 6.64635522475 1.66158880619
45 75.8667914343 3.23314463233 0.808286158082
50 77.1697077756 3.03832710019 0.759581775048
55 76.6315426005 4.42347078047 1.10586769512
68 75.8516732136 6.1683765203 1.54209413008
65 75.641192579 5.75079776799 1.437699442
70 76.6363622768 5.9346532528 1.4836633132
75 79.9625378834 8.22641988889 2.05660497222
80 82.686708168 8.46910252863 2.11727563216
90 83.5589938686 6.81814040012 1.70453510803
100 86.1431023418 6.88769995768 1.70192498942
lie 89.859858239 6.74839962781 1.68709990695
120 93.0336204869 6.53783503302 1.63445875826
140 97.3034333133 5.68331613956 1.42082903489
160 101.673863802 5.64826085718 1.4120652143
180 105.417538778 6.769465874 1.6923664685
200 107.541888901 8.7011647464 2.1752911866
220 109.860139707 10.1300158553 2.53258396383
240 112.269598405 11.2992376469 2.82480941172
260 113.613265891 12.5204385773 3.13010964433
280 115.370027156 13.5390278981 3.38475697452
300 117.849205955 14.3616288486 . 3.59040721216
320 119.546144507 14.8606669173 3.71516672933
340 121.075743673 15.298819522 3.8247048885
360 123.184576133 16.270839355 4.06770983876
380 125.351843535 17.334543603 4.33363590074
400 127.078697813 17.9198708519 4.47996771298
420 129.06084545 18.0588233578 4.51470583944
440
469
480
500
538
560
600
630
668
700
730
760
800
850
900
950
1000
132.022416893
134.603520151
135.652259733
136.803737348
136.799520307
137.751056837
139.453793035
140.989358341
142.355028792
144.142707476
145.70890762
147.108325596
149.541012108
152.01231045
154.235026922
156.273022218
158.157835965
17.9068764487
17.0830125812
16.1268268723
15.6948984049
16.3099755559
16.1428559346
15.4392182614
15.2069949221
14.8370618501
15.235439603
14.9413813477
14.6352404968
14.5867258145
14.6156263207
14.6608368665
14.1290401769
13.9974568893
4.47671911218
4.27075314531
4.03170671886
3.92372460121
4.07749388898
4.03571398365
3.85980456535
3.80174873052
3.70926546252
3.80885990074
3.73534533693
3.65881012421
3.64668145364
3.65390658017
3.66520921662
3.53226004421
3.49936422232
PRELOAD:-3 MO. SUBJECTS:-16
FREQUENCY MEAN IWPEDN STD. DEVIATION STD. ERROR
HERTZ N-SEC/M N-SEC/M N-SEC/M
38 150.640506977 32.7558616357 8.18896540893
35 134.238448886 33.284650499 8.32116262474
40 119.424319026 33.8196746629 8.45491866574
45 107.640172285 32.3480844812 8.08700112031
50 97.6861426826 30.4877683792 7.62194009479
55 89.1111357439 28.7032018996 7.1758804749
60 81.4414781425 26.9586713581 6.73966783952
65 74.2665482451 24.8923993971 6.22309759927
70 68.4834848537 22.7016000759 5.67540001697
75 65.7102865694 22.9415781032 5.73539452579
80 63.5599093454 23.4840510238 5.87101275595
90 57.7675032161 22.1067068622 5.52667671556
100 52.1481806855 20.0307088495 5.00767721239
110 47.5546924774 18.2507393606 4.56268484814
120 43.7792637679 16.9352602039 4.23381505096
140 37.5591373475 14.5452017213 3.63630043032
160 33.0275402473 13.0196298379 3.25490745947
3.1687524573180 30.3284052768 12.6750098292
200 27.877755273 11.9905770625 2.99764426562
226 25.5438768413 11.06401612 2.76600403
240 23.4269585086 10.0512984831 2.51282462077
268 21.5998602312 9.11525011338 2.27881252834
280 20.1385698194 8.47476088044 2.11869022011
300 18.8855278166 7.85064125832 1.96266031458
320 17.7811945951 7.20559109728 1.80139777432
340 16.8062397569 6.63348477586 1.65837119396
366 15.9431890725 6.11527156185 1.52881789046
380 14.955983057 5.49063793781 1.37265948425
400 13.9303709235 4.86058510007 1.21514627502
420 13.3385093292 4.56596505941 1.14149126485
440 13.6076472004 5.09426347332 1.27356586833
460 14.0310293985 5.64548772327 1.41137193082
480 14.0544393314 5.66773970054 1.41693492513
500 13.8367939026 5.38240056684 1.34560014171
530 13.41934O2501 4.94514024629 1.23628506157
560 13.0281048875 4.63115936744 1.15778984186
600 12.522683031 4.35167119988 1.08791779997
630 12.1664760171 4.25699535647 1.06424883912
660 11.8134364013 4.20147518423 1.050368796O6
700 11.3896456658 4.15679458577 1.03919864644
730 11.0939499946 4.12245632183 1.03061488046
760 10.8465230079 4.08968731816 1.02240182754
800 10.6353468298 4.06797447557 1.01699361889
850 10.4227462765 4.02273828438 1.00568457109
900 10.277994241 3.94115273194 0.985288182985
950 10.206955399 3.81107715635 0.952769289088
1000 10.1377519099 3.71188015033 0.927770037583
PRELOAD:-3 NO. SUBJECTS:-16
FREQUENCY HEAN PHASE STD. DEUIAT1GN STD. ERROR
HERTZ DEGREES DEGREES DEGREES
30 51.6412497664 9.28564985277 2.32141246319
35 61.1598959424 7.46769202988 1.86692300727
40 70.1183106909 6.32212144761 1.5805303619
45 75.5897412886 4.81981240467 1.20495310117
56 78.4869331009 4.22501033889 1.05625258472
55 79.2386456754 4.54885610632 1.13721402658
60 78.7808253375 4.84893416472 1.21223354118
65 78.0440896303 5.38798183463 1.34699545866
70 79.0714991591 5.56897939672 1.39224484918
75 82.6628606459 8.23425285569 2.05856321392
80 85.6061815776 9.53956728 2.38489182
90 84.4007902161 5.92141151039 1.4803528776
108 85.7138639329 6.29500506065 1.57375126516
110 88.9679831813 6.93780104149 1.73445026037
120 91.4312554707 7.24547237226 1.81136889307
140 95.9912118273 6.18435450599 1.5460886265
160 101.1252671 5.16116641838 1.2902916046
180 104.884694478 4.85731970082 1.2143299252
206 106.289279069 5.6944987297 1.42362468242
220 107.459371804 6.86726925844 1.71681731461
240 109.716302248 8.92607522317 2.23151880579
260 111.655552343 10.7798288565 2.69495721413
280 113.349499177 11.7557637524 2.93894093811
300 115.111636336 12.9919820789 3.24799551972
320 116.627366018 14.4154222829 3.60385557073
340 118.21329242 15.2159192682 3.80397981705
360 120.169431402 15.6226394826 3.90565987064
386 121.178918728 15.848768153 3.96219203826
400 123.229881776 17.5684670917 4.39211677292
420 126.205519067 18.7827303646 4.69568259114
440
468
488
580
538
568
688
638
666
780
730
768
880
850
900
950
1888
138.
133.
135.
136. 
136.
136.
137.
137.
138.
139.
140.
142.
143. 
145. 
148. 
150. 
152.
229735855
243972917
318409659
19707371
278549479
737892351
181821183
768617519
659811522
384554486
542225299
415897932
748559338
96364092
238053583
44682075
786067466
18.9199515606
18.1779888032
17.6958420544
17.5878738104
17.5436881857
16.9817947749
15.6971542533
15.0529737314
14.1714634872
13.3437606872
12.7363977455
11.252888679
11.5161686672
12.7031086667
13.4924576507
13.8885673214
14.4713286588
4.72998789516
4.5444972808
4.42376871359
4.39676845259
4.38592284641
4.24544869372
3.92428856332
3.76324343285
3.54286587181
3.33594017179
3.18409943637
2.81322016974
2.87984216681
3.17577716668
3.37311441268
3.47014163036
3.6178321647
PRELOAD:-3.75 NO. SUBJECTS:-16
FREQUENCY MEAN IHPEDN STD. DEVIATION STD. ERROR
HERTZ N-SEC/M N-SEC/M N-SEC/M
36 174.165561459 24.8456830188 6.2114207347
35 161.100439925 27.3186655422 6.82966638554
40 148.121174703 30.1036695457 7.52591738643
45 135.880856356 31.156599931 7.78914998275
56 125.021308284 31.1675560385 7.79188900964
55 115.342167399 38.1995771254 7.54989428136
66 106.366486488 29.8153212408 7.2538303102
65 98.0508145289 27.259967859 6,81499196474
76 90.7832936042 25.8448684559 6.26121711397
75 86.1567539228 24.1519393904 6.03798484761
80 83.7579420193 25.4792603389 6.36981508972
96 76.8625201796 25.7917406269 6.44793515672
166 69.0647829572 23.2188837146 5.80472092865
118 62.7946498927 20.8167007475 5.20417518688
126 57.8880417229 19.3453167543 4.83632918858
140 50.048628216 16.7465886897 4.18664717243
160 44.075649236 14.7376547807 3.68426369518
180 40.4918807382 14.3390114492 3.58475286231
200 37.1351191522 13.2993756391 3.32484390978
220 33.8711315238 12.1777660769 3.04444151923
246 31.14994391 11.4218840723 2.85547101807
260 28.8196094932 10.7016017542 2.67540043854
280 26.7410989754 9.78307682367 2.44576900592
360 24.8798075725 8.9037529791 2.22593824478
320 23.2674283086 8.13677420783 2.03419355176
340 21.9286337045 7.44636659984 1.86159164996
360 20.7001466438 6.97174275202 1.74293568801
380 19.3264671952 6.39871587696 1.59967896924
406 18.0648959536 5.74724626986 1.43681156747
420 17.5118429726 5.50755126628 1.37688782157
446
466
486
566
536
566
666
630
666
766
736
766
866
850
960
956leee
17*8335830304
18.1658267432
18.6611980352
17.5542583274
16.9125664549
16.4252972466
15.7860625783
15.2445783779
14.7303451845
14.1482964683
13.7253897463
13.3186424082
12.8619559445
12.4826140353
12.2626102163
12.1461713103
12.614904819
6.28162608669
7.09630624484
7.24715724104
6.97294568252
6.46373766003
6.66080935556
5.51819672086
5.6673215364
4.70362745285
4.44703577954
4.33736759267
4.21812657894
4.16588607135
4.19709669434
4.2432487093
4.21862433594
4.22132692266
1.57646562167
1.77467656121
1.61178931026
1.74323642063
1.61593446001
1.51520233889
1.37954918022
1.2668303826
1.17590686321
1.11175894488
1.68432689817
1.05453164473
1.64147151784
1.04927417359
1.06881217732
1.05465608399
1.05533173052
PRELOAD:-3.75 NO. SUBJECTS:-16
FREQUENCY MEAN PHASE STD. DEVIATION STD. ERROR
HERTZ DEGREES DEGREES DEGREES
36 48.7102090659 7.54762855796 1.88690713949
35 58.6552509891 5.85066988162 1.46266747841
40 68.0978199876 4.53974555591 1.13493638898
45 74.3729375598 3.74179366335 0.935448415838
50 78.6251813114 3.13704931712 0.784262329279
- 55 81.1261969622 2.82449273678 0.706123184196
60 81.8571035898 3.81815432295 8.954538580738
65 81.0981985713 5.31847245748 1.32961811437
70 80.2798767292 7.06910261229 1.76727565307
75 81.7477956924 9.94351794707 2.48587948677
80 83.5932465959 12.9731547852 3.24328869631
99 82.072751926 9.03545312226 2.25886328857
100 81.5544705202 5.6828478727 1.42071196818
110 83.9637725858 4.95076742298 1.23769185575
120 87.1591856992 4.99426221169 1.24856555292
140 92.936583245 5.08036198186 1.27009049547
168 98.3249012173 4.95515590652 1.23878897663
180 102.410995112 5.62765181619 1.40691295405
200 104.281016058 5.57259391419 1.39314847855
220 105.415286687 5.71234798325 1.42808699581
246 186.427899478 6.5435644595 1.63589111487
260 107.728589794 7.67112540708 1.91778135177
280 109.18420108 8.44267737738 2.11866934434
300 110.840234597 9.49392841059 2.37348210265
320 112.805713334 10.8446604814 2.71116510035
340 113.865896713 12.8950563622 3.02376489854
360 115.692517182 12.2431372713 3.06878431782
380 116.676313247 12.4840488224 3.12181220561
400 118.515047214 13.9154114459 3.47885286148
420 122.691369658 16.5801086717 4.14502716791
440
460
480
586
538
560
600
630
660
700
730
760
800
850
900
950
1000
186.363151391
188.681981792
129.755381393
130.132566424
130.119039401
130.731328845
132.115435944
132.873235668
133.494819021
134.411112636
134.997582667
136.060483606
137.247008446
139.556759351
142.042233375
144.68131806?
147.139982397
15.767504702
13.9340812638
12.2711399161
12.9938936506
12.8860222688
13.6076281341
13.1991432273
13.3488017828
13.177300307
12.2735174327
11.3520129127
10.8079975832
10.1025763642
9.8536523789
8.54367041413
8.98932391368
9.78352088728
3.94107617951 
3.40352031596 
3.06770497904 
3.24847341264 
3.22150556719 
3.25190703354 
3.29978630683 
3.33720044571 
3.29437507674 
3.06837935818 
2.83880322816 
2.70199937579 
2.52564409105 
2.26341309472 
2.13591760353 
2.24733097842 
2.42588022182
PRELOAD:—4i69 HO. SUBJECTS:-16
FREQUENCY HEAH IMPEDN STD. DEUIATIOH STD. ERROR
HERTZ N-SEC'M N-SEC/M H-SEC/H
ttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttittttttttttttttt 
30 192.400718685 18.5876506344 4.6469126586
35 183.090178521 22.6613773048 5.6653443262
40 173.642593065 26.597161444 6.649290361
45 165.180159543 29.6778272878 7.41945682196
50 156.123538013 30.999567345 7.74989183626
55 146.631022521 31.1588829776 7.78972074439
60 137.211580132 31.1237688029 7.78094220072
65 128.044786584 30.1903836332 7.54759590829
78 119.986545126 28.5269459307 7.13173648268
75 114.876408709 27.6326817955 6.90817044887
00 111.718949281 28.8835181095 7.22087752738
90 102.887801545 29.6215900634 7.40539751585
100 92.1700676376 26.7005190994 6.67512977485
110 83.2082485264 23.5705709778 5.89264274445
120 76.3763953849 21.379573921 5.3448934802S
140 66.2728509787 18.3359364463 4.58398411158
160 58.6363412175 16.3377743772 4.0844435943
180 53.5067751566 15.6015316172 3.90038290431
200 49.0129098663 14.6776286586 3.66940716466
220 44.8883713224 13.6287558344 3.40718895859
248 41.2632775874 12.5234864137 3.13087160343
260 37.9394525253 11.3700188272 2.84250470679
280 35.0424178562 10.3596016074 2.58990040185
300 32.587127444 9.47998085567 2.36999521392
320 30.4251961481 8.58075311085 2.14518827771
340 28.6496033911 7.78335059702 1.94583764925
360 27.051258058 7.04863365684 1.76215841421
380 25.4373525948 6.40418432224 1.60104608056
400 24.0622639877 5.97118011973 1.49279502993
420 23.5791355566 5.92816121655 1.48204030414
440
460
480
500
538
560
600
630
660
700
730
760
800
850
900
950
1000
91
23.5975451229
23.5124892235
23.0288296072
22.2372459822
21.158663111
20.2563464888
19.1838853372
18.4987903013
17.9043400332
17.2174360539
16.7067632394
16.2068512241
15.4875054845
14.6394262984
13.9487519058
13.5709620485
13.2088974589
6.56495711264
7.44711486338
7.81267905569
7.59985275496
7.08878466297
6.51224900055
5.88940669924
5.50735169161
5.14861956983
4.8590801745
4.69754337685
4.57939876629
4.45094592944
4.3O905858439
4.23393566845
4.22769852568
4.2453628229
1.64123927816
1.86177871584
1.95316976392
1.89996318874
1.77219616574
1.62886225014
1.47235167481
1.3768379229
1.28715489246
1.21477804362
1.17438584421
1.14484769157
1.11273648236
1.0772646461
1.05848391711
1.05692463142
1.06134970572
PRELOAD:-4.69 HO. SUBJECTS:-16
FREQUENCY
HERTZ
MEAN PHASE 
DEGREES
STD. DEVIATION 
DEGREES
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
90
100
u e
120
140
160
180
200
220
240
260
280
300
320
340
360
380
400
420
48.4189907974
57.3422611304
65.9368950249
72.7127187315
77.3733313943
80.5374391574
82.6520149368
84.2476113549
85.2409435857
87.5496540284
88.8798392113
83.146990199
60.3253968233
81.3024963529
83.2712721749
89.462430367
95.6864943656
99.9679614138
100.820413019
101.800534885
103.868727375
105.279747595
106.458701418
107.635803348
108.333264536
109.748680488
111.542517432
112.2581783
112.435270818
115.401355632
8.00852279475
6.33906624462
5.37353626252
5.42609045089
5.08418100373
4.31335871823
3.24125683333
4.4771827997
5.2934850423
7.54851745398
11.367289562
9.29349608666
7.37441056670
6.85907036994
6.58995212926
6.19600441834
5.52412496751
6.11339862302
5.70581658089
5.19809002941
5.40961225194
6.15780921623
6.92014291137
7.61684509798
8.59617200246
9.16733913317
9.41785071888
9.73931635784
10.3876411467
11.9081021049
STD. ERROR 
DEGREES
2.00213069369
1.58476656116
1.34338406563
1.35652261272
1.27104525093
1.07833967956
0.810314208333
1.11929569993
1.32337126058
1.88712936349
2.84182239051
2.32337402166
1.8436026417
1.71476759249
1.64748803231
1.54900110458
1.38103124188
1.52834965575
1.42645414522
1.29952250735
1.35240306299
1.5394523O406
1.73003572784
1.90421127449
2.14904300061
2.29183478329
2.35446267972
2.43482908946
2.59691028668
2.97702552621
440 118.370375462 14.4066313447 3.60165783617
460 120.251650147 15.5288650031 3.88221625077
480 121.620325787 14.6476000392 3.6619000098
500 121.990251781 13.0036326835 3.25090817088
530 121.807972517 12.3093477872 3.0773369468
560 122.511819293 13.1128381758 3.27820954396
660 124.631567228 13.6742645622 3.41856614055
630 125.945738907 13.8962334685 3.47405836712
668 126.968853136 13.8291970799 3.45729926997
760 127.688524372 13.7338071967 3.43343179917
730 128.151511331 13.7526918728 3.43815046821
760 128.978548743 13.2636256719 3.31590641798
880 130.159671691 12.693629508 3.17340737701
850 131.393658415 11.4914076997 2.87285192493
900 133.520318046 10.9291349427 2.73228373569
958 136.188850382 10.5792099835 2.64480249588
1600 139.009068637 10.4851994139 2.62129985347
PRELOAD:-5.€2 NO. SUBJECTS:-16
FREQUENCY
HERTZ
MEAN IMPEDN 
N-SEC^M
STD. DEVIATION 
N-SEC/M
36
35
46
45
56
55
£6
65
76
75
86
90
186
116
126
146
166
186
266
226
246
266
286
306
320
346
366
386
406
420
267.311956359
261.347937218
195.272868642
188.189632548
181.264235433
174.266144032
167.096384314
159.552443887
152.675185445
147.561368946
145.233653996
136.117692665
124.119376369
112.773174528
162.764111478
88.4744149761
78.5163244832
72.1768788411
65.8714181854
60.0709547984
55.0455759827
50.8036462803
47.1964874232
43.9428208438
41.045887598
38.6339918993
36.3608427224
34.6569341126
32.6534034902
32.3419082938
9.17984652685
11.9399851212
15.1548687477
18.2425122588
26.9763640274
23.6849559056
26.1431483181
27.9874535191
28.8730354594
29.0174145473
30.6091296441
33.0068212488
31.9010222027
28.8626757862
25.4325807832
21.2951619948
19.1590669717
18.0978977697
16.6853497549
15.3129463731
14.1701557776
13.3495769306
12.3933009649
11.3995237964
10.6269420249
10.0802016729
9.6308539287
8.98950983678
8.11387617189
8.63341228788
STD. ERROR 
N-SEC/'M
2.29496613021
2.98499628031
3.78871718691
4.5606280647
5.24259100686
5.92123897639
6.53578707952
6.99686337978
7.21825886485
7.25435363683
7.65228241183
8.25170531219
7.97525555068
7.21566894655
6.35814519581
5.3237904987
4.78976674292
4.52447444243
4.17133743872
3.82823659327
3.54253894441
3.33739423265
3.09832524123
2.84988094909
2.65523556621
2.52005041822
2.40771348017
2.2473774592
2.02846904297
2.00835307197
440
460
480
506
536
560
608
630
660
790
730
768
800
850
900
958
1000
95
32.2757298001
31.7880967777
30.8372826288
29.8475960683
28.422308785
27.0268325914
25.3968886735
24.3424489612
23.4927293874
22.5029349661
21.7348871401
21.062779894
20.1595821185
19.1021563897
18,2311753151
17.6600873625
17.0832046797
8.72373168472
9.34619207016
9.4056684261
9.19740681295
8.74016567772
8.13596661319
7.30015251567
6.75915845429
6.37693200434
5.94719772455
5.64151087493
5.44211181007
5.18928181983
4.94683709914
4.80282895766
4.74802850941
4.71883206692
2.18093292118
2.33654801754
2.35141710653
2.29935178324
2.18504141943
2.8339916533
1.82503812892
1.68978961357
1.59423380109
1.48679943114
1.41037771873
1.36052795252
1.29732025496
1.23670927478
1.20070723941
1.18700712735
1.17770801673
PRELOAD:-5.62 HO. SUBJECTS:-16
FREQUENCY MEAN PHASE STD. DEVIATION STD. ERROR
HERTZ DEGREES DEGREES DEGREES
30 46.7506250477 7.25663033217 1.81415750304
35 55.2222317798 6.10977931657 1.52744482914
40 63.5298061216 5.42060460108 1.35515115827
45 69.697993247 4.47615001594 1.11903758399
50 74.5242773511 3.688809408 0.922202351999
55 78.0410473522 3.61790071744 0.904475179359
60 80.6260562103 3.72310515552 0.93077628888
65 83.5596157507 3.22756562128 0.806891405319
78 86.861067284 3.19510860462 0.798777151154
75 89.6699067648 5.41532426509 1.35383106627
80 91.4137232458 10.7165340878 2.67913352195
90 88.3360746954 8.55115699072 2.13778924768
100 83.4372901774 5.67428451668 1.41857112917
110 81.1057238459 5.31589914186 1.32897478546
120 81.3631776492 6.14565011641 1.5364125291
140 85.165054711 7.22882327746 1.88720581936
160 91.422356722 7.36026765275 1.84006691319
180 96.6273673202 7.37143382062 1.84285825515
290 98.3042162695 6.00174225059 1.50843556265
220 98.9764884353 4,37429973707 1.09357493427
240 100.115809976 4.40989483301 1.10247370625
260 101.567047331 5.61474362155 1.25368598539
286 102.953836471 5.11588660204 1.27897165851
380 103.95399871 5.46398390817 1.36599597764
320 104.769250182 5.6774558787 1.41936396768
340 105.636737564 5.5781658784 1.3945414696
360 106.565681374 5.96359261448 1.49089815362
386 108.355417865 7.02273763239 1.7556844081
400 111.082405359 8.95923082369 2.23980770592
420 114.793749618 13.3281729039 3.33204322598
440 117.465400102 15.5398954577 3.88497386442
460 118.838616989 15.1500291541 3.78758728852
480 116.879675743 12.4071980131 3.18179950328
506 116.091517574 10.9321309105 2.73303272763
530 116.279858586 9.77586570209 2.44396642552
560 117.14168809 10.2398549139 2.55996372846
600 118.74518495 11.8478310833 2.96195777084
630 119.503971149 12.8365426215 3.20913565537
660 119.929121756 13.2371785512 3.30929463779
700 121.5742183 12.764560385 3.19114009625
730 122.917687752 12.6110566981 3.15276417252
760 123.462614783 12.2407598607 3.06018996518
800 124.026425079 11.8224656236 2.95561640591
850 125.178288461 11.7957849988 2.94894624971
980 126.728050373 11.736404746 2.9341011865
950 129.27531066 11.842882929 2.96072073224
1000 131.913626095 12.0578272365 3.01445680912
Appendix 4
Relevant Publications by 
the Author
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7.2 MEASUREMENT OF THE MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE OF HUMAN SOFT TISSUE IN VIVO
D. E. THOMPSON AND H. M. HUSSEIN 
DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY 
BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA
Characterization of a human soft 
tissue, in vivo, through measurement of 
its dynamic properties is valuable in 
identifying a normal tissue, and hence 
in the diagnosis and control of certain 
disease conditions.
Measurements of the mechanical impe­
dance of human soft tissue in vivo are 
reported for a frequency range of O'. 1 to 
4 0. Hz for a group of normal subjects.
The frequency response in this range is 
well represented by the Kelvin Model. 
Measurements for a scar tissue are also 
presented showing a consistant elevation 
of its mechanical impedance above normal.
The pulp tissue of the finger was 
selected for this study because of its 
important role in moderating external 
forces on the human body. This kind of 
tissue is capable of functioning as a 
load-bearing structure because of its 
ability to store and absorb energy. The 
tissue thickness of interest extends 
from the outer surface of the skin to 
the surface of the supporting bones, as 
shown in Figure 1.
Sinusoidal compressive loading is 
applied to the tissue by means of a 
vertically oscillating piston. The pis­
ton is mounted on a modified speaker 
driven by a servo-controlled amplifier 
and a function generator [l]. The magni­
tudes of displacement and force are moni­
tored by an LVDT and a strain gauge force 
transducer.
The test finger is inserted in a test 
chamber through which the oscillating 
piston is operating. The finger is 
positioned such that the center of the 
fingerprint is on top of the piston. The 
finger is then held down in position by 
inflating a bladder on the dorsal sur­
face with approximately 50 mm-Hg air 
pressure.
At each frequency {f), the force (F) 
and the displacement (x) are recorded.
The mechanical impedance {Z) is then com­
puted from Z = (F/X) (1}
2tlf
Figure 2 shows the frequency dependence 
of the mechanical impedance of normal 
soft tissue and of scar tissue. Also 
shown is a reproduction of tissue re­
sponse utilizing a Kelvin model which 
consists of a spring and a dashpot in 
parallel, the governing equation of 
motion for the model is:
C i + K x = F(t) (2)
The values of (C) and (K) were deter­
mined from linear regression of the ex­
perimental data.
The force-displacement relationship 
is sensitive to the holding (pre-loading) 
pressure and also to the strain level at 
which the tissue is loaded. The latter 
is dependent on the amplitude of oscilla­
tion and on the tissue thickness.
Dorsal Rigid
Supporting Pressure Support
(Bone)
Tissue
^Model
iransducer
rip
Physiological Problem 
(Finger Tip)
Figure 1
Modeled
Problem
(Kelvin Element)
-V- Scar Tissue 
-0- Normal Tissue 
-- Kelvin Model
Frequency, 
Figure 2
f (Hertz)
[l] Thompson, David E,, "A Report on the 
Response of Soft Tissues to Repetitive 
Compressive Stress." Submitted to USPHS 
Hospital/Carville, La. by LSU, 5/75.
The authors would like to express 
their appreciation to the USPHS Hospital, 
Carville, La. for their financial sup­
port and assistance.
David E. Thompson
Mechanical Engineering Department, LSU 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70B93
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C H ARACTERIZATION OF ORTHOTIC MATERIALS BY 
M EC H A N I C A L  IMPEDANCE METHOD
D.E. THOMPSON AND H. MG. HUSSEIN 
D EPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
LO UI S IA N A STATE UNIVERSITY
BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA
The need for a method for the evalua­
tion of m at erials used in orthotics and 
prosthetics is recognized (1). In this 
paper we suggest the a pplication of m e c h ­
anical impedance meas u re m en t s to the eval­
uation of present and future materials 
for orthotic use.
A wide variety of materials is used 
in making mattresses, cushions, and in­
soles. These materials have a supportive 
function. They absorb energy and recover 
their original shape in a manner similar 
to human soft tissue. However, very few 
attempts have been made to measure the 
response of these materials to pressure 
loading and to correlate this with tissue 
response.
Petersen (2) presented some inter­
esting cases of pressure marks and sores 
caused by a conventional operation table 
mattress in patients in excellent general 
conditions. Most orthotics are designed 
and built without a quantitative know­
ledge of the properties of the materials 
used in their construction. When ulcers 
or sores develop; the design is modified.
Thompson and Hussein (3) utilized 
mechanical impedance measurements to 
characterize human soft tissue. This 
technique is well-suited for the evalua­
tion of orthotic materials and is employed 
here. In this study, we chose six m a t e r ­
ials used in the construction of insoles 
for patients with foot problems. The 
samples were subjected to sinusoidal c om ­
pressive loading in the frequency range 
of 0.1 to 10. Hz. M ea s urements were r e ­
corded for the force (F) required to m a i n ­
tain a displacement (X) at a certain fre­
quency (f). The mechanical impedance of 
the material (Z) is then calculated from
Z = tiil 
2-f
Fig. 1 shows the results of me c h a n i ­
cal impedance measurements for the select­
ed materials and also for normal human 
soft tissue. Measurements on samples (A) 
and (B) demonstrate the influence of 
thickness on the mechanical impedance. 
Materials (B) and (C) simulate the tissue 
response very closely over the entire 
frequency range and are therefore r ecom­
mended for the construction of insoles. 
This is in agreement with clinical find­
ing s (A ) .
MOD-
I £
0 1 To"
ME 1
(A} ilicrocellular rubber, 3mm-thickness
(B) Mlcrocellular rubber, 6mm-thickness
(C) Mlcrocellular rubber covered with 
nylon, 3mm.
(D), (E) and (F) are different commercial 
p olyethylene foam materials.
Ref er enc e s :
Cl) Recommendations for future research: 
"The Effects of Pressure on Human Tissues". 
International conference held at the USPHS 
Hospital, Carville, La. March 1977.
(2) N.C. Petersen: "The Development of 
Pressure Sores During Hospitalization".
Bed Sore B i o m e c h a n i c s , edited by R.M. 
Kenedi and J.M. Cowden. The MacMillan 
Press Ltd., 1976.
(3) D.E. Thompson and H.MG. Hussein. 
"Measurement of the Mechanical Impedance 
of Human Soft Tissue in  v i v c "  . Proceedings 
of the 29th A C E M B . 1976.
(A) C.D. E n n a , et al: "The Orthotic Care 
of,the Denervated Foot in Hansen's Disease" 
Orthotics and Prosthetics, Vol. 30, No. 1, 
pp 33-39, 1976.
The authors acknowledge the cooperation 
of the staff of the Rehabilitation Branch 
at the USPHS Hospita 1/C a r v i l 1 e , La. This 
work was supported by a grant from the 
Public Health Service, Department of 
Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW-PHS- 
2 5 8 - 75 - 00A 7).
David E. Thompson
Mechanical Engineering Department, LSU 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70893
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30.4
IMPEDANCE OF HUMAN SOFT TISSUE UNDER VARIOUS STATIC PRELOADS
101
H. MG. Hussein, D.E. Thompson, and R.Q. perrict 
College of Engineering 
Louisiana State University 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
The determination of the frequency response 
of human soft tissue is useful in the character­
ization of this tissue as well as in the predic­
tion of tissue behavior under repetitive compres­
sive loading at various frequencies.
Thompson and Hussein (1) reported measure­
ments of the mechanical impedance of human soft 
tissue in the frequency range of 0.1 to 40. Hz 
under a static preload of 50 mm Hg. Although this 
work employed a constant preload, it was realized 
that the mechanical empedance-frequency relation­
ship is sensitive to the static preload that is 
imposed on the tissue during the course of mea- 
■urement. In this paper, we present some of our 
indings regarding the effect of preload on the 
.mpedance spectrum.
related to both frequency and mean compressive load­
ing. It is also affected by changes in the struc­
ture of the tissue as shown by Thompson and Hussein 
(I) in an earlier study comparing normal and scar 
tissue. These studies are felt to be necessary and 
prerequisite to the identification of normal soft 
tissue and to the understanding of the mechanisms 
by which soft tissues protect the human body as it 
interacts with its environment.
(1) D.E. Thompson and H. MG. Hussein: "Measurement 
of the mechanical impedance of human soft tissue 
in vivo", proceedings of the 29th ACEMB, November 
1976.
Fig. 1 shows the. block diagram for a new test 
system consisting of an electromagnetic actuator 
(shaker) mounted on a movable baseplate. The sta­
tic preload is measured by means of strain gauges 
mounted on the baseplate. An impedance head with 
a 6.35 mm diameter tip is mounted on the shaker 
providing dynamic force and acceleration output 
signals. The latter is integrated to provide the 
velocity signal which is kept constant by means of 
a compressor circuit. Additional electronics con­
trol the sweeping rate and frequency limits, pro­
vide mass cancellation, and produce appropriate 
output signals for plotting impedance vs, fre­
quency using a log-log scale. A phase meter mea­
sures the phase angle difference between the force 
and velocity signals.
Fig. 2 shows measurements of the mechanical 
impedance of human soft tissue in the frequency 
range of 30. to 1000, Hz under various peak static 
preloads ranging from 0.23 Newton (0.76 Kg/Cm^) to 
7.4 Newton p4 Kg/Cm^). This is a typical set of 
measurements for the pulp tissue of the middle 
finger of a normal subject.
Recalling the frequency response of the vis­
coelastic (Kelvin) model, we can see that at low 
preloads, the tissue is spring controlled up to a 
frequency of about 200 Hz after which the viscous 
damping of the tissue displays itself. As the 
frequency is increased, the inertial effect of the 
tissue mass controls the tissue response. This 
transition in the frequency response was supported 
by phase angle measurements,
Ae the preload is increased, the stiffness 
gradually increases and the tissue becomes spring 
controlled up to a frequency of about 500 Hz after 
which the viscous damping of the tissue dominates 
Its behavior. The notches that appear In the im­
pedance spectrum at high preloads are related to 
resonant frequencies of the bony segments in the 
finger.
It is thus seen that human soft tissue is a 
complex structure whose impedance spectrum is
•v ■ ; i . M»r i i Mrs ,
r  "  :  ’  !
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The authors acknowledge the cooperation of the 
staff of the rehabilitation research department at 
the USPHS hospital, Carville, La. This study i;a;- 
supported by contract 258-75-0047 from the DHEK.
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
Louisiana State University 
Baton Rouge, LA 70803
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8.8 DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF HUMAN SOFT TISSUE WITH SURFACE SCAR
H. MG. Hussein*, D. E. Thompson and R. Q. Perritt 
College of Engineering, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Measurement of  the dynamic force and the deforma­
tion velocity of soft tissue at varying frequen­
cies and preloads constitute a method for charac­
terizing and evaluating some abnormal tissues 
in v i v o .
Soft tissue covers the surface of  the body, pro­
viding an energy absorbing medium which protects 
the body from external stresses that occur during 
the course of man's interaction with the environ­
ment. Scarring of soft tissue alters its m ech­
anical properties and changes the response of this 
tissue to external loading accordingly. A  com­
plete description of the dynamic properties of 
soft tissue can be obtained from measurements of 
its mechanical impendance at various frequencies 
and preloads (1, 2).
Hussein et al (2) arrived at a mechanical "finger­
pr in t 1' of human soft tissue which may serve as a 
basis for identifying and evaluating abnormal 
soft tissues, such as scarred or edematous tissues.
In this paper, we present comparative measurements 
of the dynamic characteristics of soft and scarred 
tissues in v i v o . These measurements were perfor­
med on the pulp tissue of the middle fingers of a 
male subject. Figure 1 shows measurements of the 
mechanical impedance of human soft tissue and of 
scarred tissue under a low preload (0.4N); these 
measurements indicate that the dynamic stiffness 
of  scarred tissue is higher than that of normal 
soft tissue. However, at this preload there is no 
significant difference between normal and scarred 
tissue in their ability to dissipate energy 
through viscous damping. Fig. 2 shows measure­
ments of the mechanical impedance of soft and 
scarred tissues under a high preload (2.6N). At 
this preload, both the stiffness and the viscous 
coefficient of  scarred tissue are lower than those 
of soft tissue. This result may appear to be sur­
prising. However, if we recognize that impedance 
measurements at low preloads reflect the proper­
ties of the superficial layers of the tissue while 
measurements at high preloads reflect the proper­
ties of the deeper layers of the tissue as well, 
we may conclude that while surface scarring re ­
sults in stiffening the superficial layers of the 
skin, it also results in reducing the ability of 
the deeper tissues to store and dissipate mechani­
cal energy input. Such a reduction may be the re­
sult of a lack of stress training of the deeper 
tissues brought about by the presence of a rigid 
surface scar which spreads the external stresses 
applied to the skin. We have also found an inter­
mediate preload (IN.) at which the impedance spec­
tra of normal and scarred tissues become identical 
making it impossible to identify scarred tissue. 
This illustrates the importance of investigating 
the dynamic response of the tissue under various 
static preloads.
REFERENCES:
(1) Thompson, D.E. and H. MG. Hussein: "Measure­
ments of the mechanical impedance of human tissue 
in v i v o ." Proc. of the 29th ACEMB, 197S.
(2) Hussein, H. MG., D. E. Thompson and
R. 0. Perritt: "Impedance of  human soft tissue 
under various static preloads." Proceedings of . 
the 31st ACEMB, 1978.
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